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ick Higgins Plays Dance Saturday, 8 to 12 Complete Details On Society Page 
EAST ·E .RN'S 
WELCOME, 
ALUMNI Ueacbers <.to liege 1Rews W ALLOP INDIANA . 
Columbia Medalist 
1935 "TELIL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
!CPA Best Newspaper 
1931-32-33-34-35-36 
NSP A A II-A merican 
1933-36 
NDA 
ueen Maxine 
sat1936 
• 
ornecoming1 
Harrod, M~ry Alice Mar-
Esther Wiseheart and 
'.mmetta Phelps Serve as At-
("'''!~n(Jaants. Dance a t 8 O'clock. 
Harrod, popular senior 
from Fort Wayne, Indiana, will 
Homecoming Queen of 
at 9 o'clock Saturday night at 
dance. Miss Harrod 
maid-of-honor· two times 
in her college career, and 
·&U~•·~"u~~:: honor of being the first senior 
'JIIlllleEID in four years. 
Queen Rttles Parade 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1936 SEC. 2-NO. 6 
I G FESTIVAL OPENS TONIGHT 
.................................•...........•...•.. 
Long Live the Queen! 
You will see lots of Queen Maxine 
Harrod. She will preside over the par-
ade, flag raising, ball game and dance 
Saturday. 
Varied Entries 
Feature 1 0:30 
Gala Parade 
Eighteen Floats, Other Attrac-
tions Make Up Parade Led by 
Band. Wayne P. H ug hes 
Serves as Head of Committee. 
Prizes Tempt Clubs 
Immediately following chapel at ten 
o'clock tomorrow, the Homecoming 
parade led by the band and consist-
ing of eighteen floats will get under 
. way. The Queen's float will have a po-
sition of prominence immediately fol-
lowing the band. There will be no 
definite order for the remaining floats. 
The route of the regal procession start-
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. ing at the college will follow Lincoln 
Heads Cast of Play 
Glenn Sunderman 
Players Offer 
Dramatic Hit 
As Feature 
"The Late Christopher Bean," 
Current Broadway Prod'uction 
and Screen Success, Op·ens 
Homecoming Festivities. 
Dr. Glenn Ross Directs 
Glenn Sunderman, who plays 
the part of Dr. Haggett in the 
Homecoming play, "The Late 
Christopher Bean," to be present-
ed at 8:00 o'clock tonight, inter-
views for 'y'QIU the cast of the pro-
ductioDJ. Glenn is one of Dr. 
Ross' best debaters, and starred 
last year in the leading role of 
"The Man Who Married the Dumb 
Wife." 
Street to Seventh, turn north, circle the '36 t~T bl l~J:· 
The Queen will rule over the parade Clubs l~Tifl Honor ~quare, and come back to the college on yy ar er yy rns By Glenn Sund,erman 
to be staged at 10:30 Saturday morn- YY l SIXth. If confidence and lack of stage frighi 
mg, the flag raising at 1:45 the same A/ • S t d The Neoga high school marching First Class Rating have anything to do with the outcome 
afternoon, and the grid game with Umnl Q Ur ay band will accompany the parade. of the Homecoming play, it will be a 
Inalana State which follows immed- ~ --- Faculty Judges Select Winners d 
iately after. Her court of honor in- T ' o· p· . s k- The floats are to be J'udg.ed by Miss Stanley Elam '38, Editor, an 
eludes her t . . t Sh' 1 H I eas, Inners, ICnlcs, mo. Ch I A t " '36 B . success. When interviewed, each mem-ber vouched for that. Dr. .J. Glen!ll wm SlS er, rr ey ar- f AI • F t V Beth Kassabaum, Miss Roberta Poos, ar es us m ' usmess 
'37, Mary Alice Harwood '38, Esther ~rs or umm, ea ure ar- D Ch 1 H c 1 d D Ch Manager, Produce Yearbook. Ross, who is making his debut as the 
'39 and Minetta Phelps '40. 1. ll.ous Campus Clubs. r. ares · 0 eman, an r. ar- ~ college dramatic director remarked les S. Spooner, who will determine to --- , . ' . Queen and her court were chosen whom each of the twelve prizes shall The •36 Warbler of Smoke and Steel ~fte~ an evemng of ~trenuous practiCe, 
a special election called last Thurs- W. A. A. will hold a breakfast on the b d d P . f th fl t .ll received first class honor rating in the EagerJ?-~SS to do ones best seems to be 
picnic grounds at 7:45 Saturday morn- e awar e · nzes or e oa s Wl , . . . . the sp1nt of everyone connected with 
be five dollars for the best and two umvers1tles and colleges class m the th 1 It h ld . . Miss Harrod is a graduate of TCt ing. dollars each for the five next best. For Sixteenth All-American Critical serv- ba~:. .. ay. s ou go over Wlth a 
h school, where she was prominen Kappa Delta Pi will hal da lunch- groups of two or more people first ice for scholastic yearbooks conducted 
school affairs. During her first ·eon Saturday noon at the Christian prize will be four dollars,· second, two by the National Scholastic Press as- Cast Comments 
Year She rved On the Women's ro·huroh Betty Rice, who plays the part of 
s se '..; . dollars; and third, one dollar. For in- sociation. The scorebook containing th 'd t th H tt . 
League Council, acting as chairman of I Phi Sigma Epsilon will hold a ban- dividuals first prize will be four dol- the judges' comments was received last e mal o e agge fannly, has 
League Formal as a freshman. As J quet Saturday noon in the Rotary lars; second, two dollars; and third, Saturday by Franklyn L. Andrews ad- appeared in nu_merous high school and 
junior she was secretary of her class. rooms. one dollar. viser. Stanley Elam and Charles 'Aus- college dramatl~ productions and has 
last two years she has figured in' The Botany department is sponsor- Organizations Enter Floats ton were editor and business manager I coached drama.tlCs for several years. 
Women's Glee club and Acappella ing a luncheon in the laboratory Sat- Organizations entering floats (as of respectively of last year's annual Her most important achievement in the 
At the present time she is state . . . · speech field was taking second in the 
of Illinois home economics urday at 12:00. Eaturday, October 10) are: Men's Union, In attammg f1rst class honors the National Speech Contest Her only 
.Sigma Delta will hold a tea and the Art club, the senior class, Phi Warbler was in •competition with ;;chools remark on the play was: · 
and is a home ec major. 
smol{er a t the home of Franklyn L . Sigma Epsilon, Fidelis, the French having an enrollme~t of 500 to 999. The "Some things are better left unsaid." 
Andrews, 1540 Third street, .at 4:30 club, the Country Life club, Sigma total nu~ber of h1gh school and col- Ruth Thompson, who is playing the 
Satur.day afternoon. Delta, Kappa Delta Pi, the Home Econ- lege entnes was 70. part of Mrs. Haggett, is making her 
The Geography Club will hold a tea omics club, the Science club, Sigma As a reward for winning first place, first appearance on the college stage, 
at the home of Miss Annie Weller, Tau De~ta, the Mathematics club, the I the staff will receive a handsome but appeared in junior and senior 
Attendants Active 1520 F ourth street immediately after Speaker's club, the Men's Chorus, diploma 11 by 15 inches in size. class 'mellerdramers" in high school. 
Miss Shirley Harrod is a Glee club I the football gam e Saturday .afternoon. Epsilon Pi Tau, the Band, the Geo- First class rating is awarded year- · When asked what she thought of the 
and treasurer and received the The Home Economics Club is serving graphy club, the Forum and Industrial books which in the opinion of the play, she replied fervently: 
of being named for the Campus a dinner .at 5 o'clock Saturday after- Arts club. judges are excellent. Yearbooks are "I think of the play-morning, noon 
section of last year's Warbler. noon. ErsT scored on plan of the book, sections, and night." 
Harwood, the junior maid-of- Fidelis will act as host to pl·edges I. A. OPENS DOORS' editing and makeup, mechanical con- Paul Pickle, another college fresh-
is president of the Women's and alumni members at a ·Chili supper siderations, general effect and finan- man, playing the part of Warren, a 
and prominent in the Student a t the fraternity house, 615 Harrison The industrial arts building will be cial status. young artist, remarked: 
. Miss Wiseheart, sophomore street, at 5 o'-clock Saturday afternoon. open Friday and Saturday in charge Last year the Warbler received the "My first collegiate appearance. Say, 
is prominent in Women's S ee the Homecoming calendar fo.r of committees of students who will same rating from N. S. P. A. Two years who is this guy, Bean." 
activities and ]l[ews work. Miss n ews of other club activities. I show visitors and alumni through. ago it received second class rating. James Rice, who is remembered as 
, freshman maid-of-honor, is Eastern's star debater, is doing the part 
of the decoration commitee 
the Homecoming dance. 
Election and crowning of the Home-
Queen is sponsored by the 
Walton Morris, co-editor, will 
· at the coronation ceremony. 
---EISTC:- - -
eoga High Band 
Will Participate 
Gerald Royer '35, is bringing his 
band from Neoga high school. 
he teaches music, to participat~ 
the Homecoming parade s t arting at; 
o'clock •Saturday morning. This is 
first year Neoga has h ad a march ·-
>band, hut tt has a membership of 
forty. 
Mr. Royer brings his music organiza-
at the invitation of DT. R. G. Buz-
It is Dr. Buzzard's hope to hold 
contest here perhaps n ext year, 
high school bands from sur-
ding schools to participate. This 
was not realized las t year only 
many of the high school 
could not organize early enough 
the year or found themselv.es wi,th-
funds to make the trip. 
Paul Sargent, Alumnus, Displays Autumn Scenes in Oil 
Paul Sargent, E. I. graduate and well-
known painter, brings to the college 
this week, for the second time in less 
than a year, a display of some of his 
work. The exhibit will open at nine 
o'clock Saturday morning, October 17, 
in the newly decorated art rooms, 
wher·e Mr . .Sargent will receive Home -
comers, students, faculty .and friend.:;. 
Mr. Sargent, .although quite catholic 
in :his choice of subjects, is pre-emin-
ently a painter of landscapes, and has 
specialized in the multi-colored bright 
foliage -of the fall season. •According 
to Dorothy Hills, president of the Art 
Club, the college should feel itself es-
p.ecially fortunate in securing this pres-
entation at this particular time for 
Mr. Sa.rgent considers that, "Every 
moment of sunlight in October is 
painting time for me." The exhibit to 
appear her·e contains many example3 
of this particular skill. 
By the •arrangement of the Art Club 
the exhibit will r·emain on view for two 
weeks for the benefit oif any wishing 
to visit it. Townspeople, .as well as Artist Paul Sargent 
thooe connected with the school, are 
invited to be the guests of the Art 
Club. 
The exhibit shown at the college last 
March contained thirt y pa.inting-s, many 
of which Wf;r.e scenes visited by Mr. 
Sargent in his trip west last summer. 
This exhibit is made up of a large 
number of canvases, none of which 
have been displa yed here previously. 
Sargent's studio, southeast of Char-
leston, is one of the show places of 
Coles County. Yearly, students and ar-
tists from various sections visit the ar-
tist to see him at work. The studio ad-
joins a farm house, situated at the end 
of a lane, just off one of the most 
picturesque country roads in this 
vicinity. 
The versatility shown in Sargent's 
work is interesting. Each canvas 
represents a different scene, and no 
two are in the same mood. The 
early paintings stress detail, while his 
later ones present masses. 
(Continued on Page 10) 
---EISTC:- -
Alumni Quarterly 
Fails to A ppear 
Plans for a four page issue of the 
Eastern Quarterly, which appeared 
thr·ee times last year, the first time at 
Homecoming, were cut short last week 
when the Alumni association found it-
self unable to finance an issue so early 
in the year. Last year the little sheet 
was circulated to the e~tent of 2,400 
copies to Eastern Alumni. The mailing 
lists show that copies went to all but 
four of the states in the Union. 
Abroad, copies of the Quarterly went 
to England, China, Chosen, East 
Africa and Honolulu. 
The executive committee of the 
Alumni association will hold its first 
business meeting of the year tomorrow 
morning at the home of Miss Emily 
Orcutt and some plans for an alumni 
publication may come out of it. A page 
of this issue is dedicated to Alumn.i, to 
take the place, in some degree, of the 
Quarterly, 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Page Two 
F acuity Inventor Describes His 
New Mechanical Piano Tuner 
Dean Asks Sophs to 
Note Certification 
Law in Catalogue 
··········•·······••·········•······················ 
President Greets Grads 
- • Sophomores in the four-year curri~-
Mr. Railsback Conducts Tests at ] 1 tor of Tone-tester ula expecting to certificate at the end L d H al ' . ch· ' . nven I of two years should r ead the note rela-
M
yonh' an I Ne yys Inp ftcatgod, ._ tive to certification on page 41 of the 
ac me s ot et er ec e · . ' curr·ent catalogue. 
By Lloyd Kincaid 
"Perhaps I could tell you about it 
better, if we went down to room 36, 
where I can show you the apparatus," 
replied Mr. Railsback, not at all re-
luctant to talk about his mechanical 
piano-tuner. 
On one table was a steel box re-
sembling a trunk, with a cover fasten-
ed over one end with heavy clasps. On 
another table was what resembled the 
inside of two or three radios on top of 
each other. A tuning fork was mount-
ed on top of this apparatus. "When 
the machine is in operation, the two 
units are connected by cables and the 
whole thing works as one unit," ex-
plained Mr. Railsback. Removing the 
cover from the trunklike box, he re-
vealed a tuning knob, some switches, 
and a glass plate covering a stroboscope 
and a galvanometer hand. 
Tuner Is Flexible 
"The three main achievements of 
this machine are: fh·st, its flexibility to 
test any tone from one end of the 
piano key-board to the other; second, 
its precision to one-hundredth of a 
semi- tone; and third, its direct read-
ing on the musical scale. 
Mr. OraL. Railsback 
Last spring the curriculum commit-
tee p.1.ssed a regulation ,that students 
in. four-year curricula desiring to teach 
at the end of two years must show 
evidence of possessing sufficient fund-
amentaLs te> pass a departmental ex-
amination in· arithmetic, gramma;r, 
I and geography, unless courses cover-ing the3oe subj.ec.ts were ·taken in the 
various depa.rtments. 
An opportunity to take these qua-li-
fication examin ations in -arithmetic, 
gr:unmar, and geography will be given 
the eighth week of the fall quarter. 
The arithmetic 20 .examination will be 
given from 8:00 .to 9:45 on Monday 
morning, October 26. Students desir-
ing to take this examination should 
notify Mr. E. H. Taylor by October 20. 
The English 26 examination will be 
given from 10:45 to 11:45 on Tuesday 
"I first conceiv-ed the idea of a morning, October 27. Students desir-
mechanical piano tuner about twenty ing to .take this test should notify Miss 
years ago. The idea is pot new at all. Isabel McKinney by October 20. The 
When I was studying physics at the geography 20 examination will be giv-
University and saw that the musical en from 1:00 to 2:45 on 'Bhursday aft-
tones are produced by a definite num- ernoon, October 29. .Students desiring 
ber of vibrations per second, I began to \ to take this examination should notify 
study out a way to measure musical Miss Ruby Harris by October 20. 
tones by a mechanical means. Since Students who fail on these qualifica-
the musical scale is .entirely a physical .tion examinations will 'be required to 
phenomena, then a mechanical tuner take ar-ithmetic 20, Ehglish 26, and 
should be made that would be more ac- geography 20 during the winter, spring, 
curate than the ear. Many men have or summer quarters before their credit.:> 
worked on the idea and de'veloped will be sent in by Miss Thomas for a 
this tuner and then tested it three 
days later to see how well it stayed in 
tune. It was slightly flat, showing 
that a piano should be tuned again a 
few days after the first tuning._ 
To th.e 1936 Homecomers: 
Greetings from .the faculty .a...11d 
student body of 1936-37. For the 
twenty-second time we welcome yon 
-as Hamecomers. We know ·that you 
bring news of success in ,teaching 
and of promotion won since last we 
met. Tell us about the p ast year. 
We know you will find old friends 
on our campus, and new. faces as 
well. Won't you make their ac-
quaintance? They, too, are helping 
to build the spirit of Eastern Illinois 
States 'Deachers College. 
Come 'back ori Dad's Day. Come 
any time and often. 
Sincerely yours, 
ROBERT G. BUZZARD, 
President. 
Friday, October 16, 19:l6 
Country Life Club 
Installs '36 Officers 
Members of the Country Life club of 
Eastern joined with the rural young 
people attending the District confer. 
ence in a get-together Monday nigh~ 
October 5. 
The evening's entertainment starteQ 
with several get-acquainted marches 
and thereafter folk dances and games 
were enjoyed by those in attendance. 
The folk dances and games were di· 
rected by Mr. E. H. Regnier, assistant 
in rural sociology extension from the 
U'niversity of Illinois. Mr. G. Ran. 
dall, extension specialist in junior club 
work, also from the University, and 
Dr. H. L. Metter, director of rural 
training of Eastern, assisted. 
About 100 at tended. There were not 
only rural young people and Country 
Life members but many Eastern stu· 
dents joining in the dances and 
games. 
The -enjoyment of those present was 
so evident that the Country Life club 
plans to have more such activities. 
NO ONE CAN PLEASE 
EVERYBODY 
But We Try 
BASEMENT BARBER SHOP 
G. B. Johnson, Prop. 1 
HAIR CUTS ............................ .......... 2~ 
Courteous Service, 
Quality Products 
at 
some simple mechanical tuners, but teaching certificate. 
with no flexibility. 
..•....•..••.....••......•.....•.......•.....•...••. 
-F. A. Beu. 
Wing1er Visits in Chicago 
---EISTc---Science Is Developing You will find our advertisers court-
eous, accommodating and friendly. 
Make their acquaintance. 
SHELL SERVICE STATION 
C. W. Boyer, Mgr. 6th & Madison 
"When tuning a piano," he contin-
ued "this end of the box is turned so 
that the person tuning the piano may 
see the stroboscope dial and the gal-
vanometer hand. A microphone, con-
nected with the machine, is placed at 
the piano; the machine is tuned to the 
desired tone, and when that note on 
the piano is sounded, the stroboscope 
shows whether the note is sharp or 
flat and the galvanometer shows to 
what degree. 
"In the last four or five years there 
have been developments in electrical 
science that have made the flexibility 
of my electrical piano tuner possible. 
Before, there had always been· a stumb-
ling block that I could not get around. 
In the winter of 1934-35, I worked out 
the basic principle which makes the 
flexibility of my machine possible. I 
Dale Merle Wingler, senior, was a 
guest of Peggy Fellis in Chicago last 
week-end. Miss Fellis is a junior at' .--------------------------------1 
Makes Interesting Tests 
"I have already made some interest-
ing tests. During the past summer I 
did some testing of piano tuning at 
Lyon and Healy in Chicago. One of 
their piano tuners' tuning was all flat. 
We finally tested his tuning fork and 
found that it was flat. He then, made 
an allowance for his fork, but was un-
able to keep his allowance consistent. 
"Wednesday of last week I went t o 
the Indiana University's physics de-
partment for a demonstration and dis-
cusion. The heads of their music de-
partment were also present. Their or-
chestra leader had a tuning bar which 
he used to tune the A on their violins. 
He said that they had trouble with it 
going sharp shortly after it had been 
struck, and wanted an explanation. 
We found, by testing it, that it did not 
go sharp; but that the fundamental 
tone died out first, leaving the har-
monic tones which were an octave 
higher producing an effect which 
seemed to be sharp. 
Pianos Are Usually Flat 
"All the pianos which I have tested 
have been flat. The bass notes were 
always the flattest, the notes in the 
middle of the keyboard less flat and 
the treble notes were sharp. We tun-
ed our piano in the auditorium with 
the University of Chicago, transfer-
ring from Eastern this year. 
---'EIIHC:---
WANTED - Second hand bicycle in 
good condition. Call 1007. 
made a model of it and went to the · .----------------, 
University of Indiana, and made an ap- Alw:JAYS the Best Line of 
plication for a thousand dollars to fin-
ance the project, using it as a research FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABL;ES 
project for my Ph. D. Three hundred Phone 531 
dollars was an they could raise, so I CHARLESTON FRUIT 
had to get some company to finance I STORE 
it. ·---------------' 
"I went to Lyon and Healy in Chi- .----------------. 
cago, but they would not finance it. I 
then tried the C. G. Conn Co., at Elk-
(Continued on Page 9) 
---EISTC---
Welcome unto you, Homecomers and 
friends of EI. If the occasion oalls for 
flowers-Call Carroll-Florist. Phone 39, 
413 Seventh St. 
COLDS & C·OUGHS 
35c Bromo Quinine ....... 29c 
35c Vicks Rub ..... . ..... 29c 
SSe Pinex . . . . . . . . . . . ... 54c 
25c Tropical Cold -Tab •... 19cl 
1 Pt. Mi-31 .............. 49c, 
4 TUBE All Electric 
Radio ................................ .. $6.95 
Have one of your own 
GEBHART 
MOTORIST SUPPLY .00. 
PHONE 53 SO. SIDE SQUARE 
3~~~-~~~ .. $1g35 
Includes Overcoats, Dresses or 
3-pc. Suits. 
FREE-Moth Proof Bag with 
6 Garments. 
BAND BOX 
DRY CLEANERS 
616 SIXTH ST. PHONE 397 
A. C. ADKINS 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
CORNER TENTH AND LINC·OLN 
Topcoats - Overcoats 
CLEANED 
Ready for Cold Weather 
Charleston Cleaners and Dyers 
610 6th St. BYRON B. MILLER Phone 404 
GATES 
BEAUTY and BARBER 
SHOP HILL'S 
DRUG STORE 
CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS 
2 Beauty Operators 
2 Barbers 
Located % Block East of Co1lege 
on Lincoln 
Phone 165 
IT'S TIME 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
PHILCO .... THE MUSICAL IN-
STRUMENT-38% of all Radios 
manufactu1·ed in the U. S. A. 
are ma.de by PHILCO. See the 
new 1937 PHIILCO at the new 
low prices. 
HUCKLEBERRY & SON, 
Dealers 
to Put in Your Winter Supply of Coal 
PROMPT SERVICE AT ALL TIMES 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
PHONE 85 
Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 7151 
J. A. OLIVER, M. D. 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
DR. W. B. TYM 
DENTIST 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Office Phone 43 Res. iPhone lL 
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
DENTIST 
Flours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Charleston, Ill. Phones. Office, 476; Residence, 7621.------c-h_a_r_le_s_to_n_,_n_l_. __ 
DR. ~LUUK M. S~CKARD 
Office Hours 9 :00 to 12:00 a. m. and 
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00 
to 9:00 p: m. 
604% JACKSON ST. 
Telephone 132 
·---------------· 
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER 
516~ Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160 
+-
DR. H. A. SHAFFER 
• 
Corner 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone 440 
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
Frames 
Alexander Bldg. 
Phone 340 
North S'ide Square 1 
Repaired-Lenses Duplicated I 
I 
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD 
Office Flours: 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. ar 
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00 p. r 
604% Sixth St. 
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
----------- · --------
.DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
511% Jackson Street 
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN 
Hours by Appointment 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Monday and Saturday Nights 
~----------~--~----~------__J . ~-~------------·~----------------
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Page Three 
ickHiggins' Uofl Band Plags Dance Saturdag 
ws Crowns 
~ ....... '--.~ ueen Maxine 
Obtains Ten Piece 
for Dance of the 
piec·e orchestrR. 
of Illinois cam-
play the Homecoming dance 
night from 8 to 12 o'clocic 
auditorium. 
H . F. Thut of the Botany de-
is in charge of decorations 
all arrangements, except the cor-
Plans Big Dance 
We 
Campus Cat 
.. , Bike 
DR. HIRAM F. THUT 
._....." ... uu of the Queen. News heads will 
~ODSIC>r the coronation ceremony at 9 Marjorie Digby to 
Higgins' orehestra. features no I wed in Feb r u a r y 
Welcome, H a.mecomers! M ake your-
selves at home, but don't do it here . . . 
"CROS.S-COUNTRY" FARRAR &ays 
he makes better ·cross-country time 
after ·a date than the day .before one. 
He's been seen several times with BET-
TY M.A Y GREATHOUSE, too! 
"BUTCH" COLE will be Homecoming 
with her, however ... A ve ry promin-
ent football :hero has been MARY 
DOYLE-ing since h~ school-teaching 
steady is out of town ... ESTHE-R 
WISEHEART, Flora beauty, refused a 
whole line of dates (two, anyway) hop-
ing JOE K.EiLLY would ask her. H e 
did ... Flash! MARTHA HOLLADAY 
is wearing JOHN LEWI'S' frat pin. 
John just bought it last week ... I 
hear the dance class has ibeen serving 
very well as a d ate bureau . . . Is it 
true that E'VY CARRUTHF...RS and 
JUDY VORIS hitch-hiked home to-
geth er? .. . The ladies' choice for the 
most handsome freshman is JOE MUR-
PHY, Decatur athlete . . . The doctor 
told BEN EDMAN to "take it easy" 
because he had an enlarged heart. 
(How about that, Gwen?) . . . JACK 
WOOD'S girl is in the hospital-->She's 
in nurse's training sohool. (Ah, h a ! 
Fooled you, didn't I?) 
but a quartet of Instrumental-
also vocalize. The band was rec-
as one of the b est on the Mr. and Mrs. Loren T. Digby, for-
I . campus and Dr. Thut was able merly of this city but now r esiding i.:n 
it on short notice only because Miami, Florida, announced the en-
was open through failm·e of 
to k,eep its contract. gagemenJt of their dauglhter, M arjorie 
Jane, to R obert B. Kinkead of Chi-
cag-o. The wedding will take place in 
Mi:ami in February. 
~~~~e faculty has been asked to serve 
A ireceiving line of 
members will function for the 
half hour of the dance. 
fall theme will be carried out in 
ations. 
Thut has been chairman of the 
da nce several years in 
Coronat ion of the Queen 
dance was his suggestion or-
Mr. Kinkead is the son of Mrs. W. C. 
Kinkead of Cheyenne, Wyoming. He 
attended St. J ohn's Military Aca demy 
in Delafield, Wisconsin, and was grad-
uated from the University of Nebraska, 
where h e was a member of ·the Alpha 
T au Omega fraternity. He is t:raifi~ 
-Bike. 
---EISTC---
repre-sentatives of the United Air Lines DR. REINHARDT GIVES 
---ElaTe--- in Chicag-o. Miss Dig.by attended the ONE O'CLOCK DINNERi 
Florida State College for Women at 
Clara Attebery Has 
Town Dinner Guests 
Miss Clara Attebery gave a dinner 
Sunday, October 11, in the dining room 
of the home economics department for 
a number of out of town guests. 
The guests were Mr. .and Mrs. Mc-
Lin Brown and son, H arold; Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter McLain and daJughter, 
Donna; Mr. and Mrs. Henry . Brewer 
and daught~r. Betty; Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Attebery and children, Eiiza -
beth, H arold and John. 
Mr. and Mrs. Brown, formerly Miss 
Bess G ordon, and Mrs. MaLain, for-
m erly Miss Mac Gordon, were former 
students of Eastern. 
---IEISTc---
Mrs. Donald Alter 
Is Bridge Hostess 
Mrs. Don ald Alt er entertained the 
Flaculty Wiv·es Bridge club with a one-
thirty dessert luncheon, Thursday aft -
ernoon, M rs. Glenn Ross, Mrs. Paul 
Sloan, Mrs. Harris Phipps, Mrs. Glenn 
Sunderman, Mrs. Hiram Thut, Mrs. 
Frank Verwiebe, all members of the 
club, .and one guest, Mrs. K evin Guin-
agh were pres.ent. High score was 
held by Mrs. ~evin Guina.gh. 
---EISTC:---
Come to the Hall&we'en Masque! 
THE LINCOLN INN 
25c-DINNERS-35c 
Choice &f Everything on the l\lenu 
Hamburger 5c-llot Soup 
·e Gumm Is Wed 
In Secret Ceremony T allahassee, where she became a Dr. Emma Reinhardt entertained m ember of the Kappa Alpha Theta with a one o'clock dinner at her home, 
sorority. She was graduated from Sunday· afternoon. Guests were : Miss 
Lulu Gumm announces the Eastern Illinois State Teachers college Ma.bel Hupprich, Miss Florence Me-
of her daughter, Marie, to at Charleston. Since her graduatioll Afee, Miss Ethel Hanson, Miss Rose 
Groceries, Meats, Fruits and Vege-
tables, I ce Cream, School Supplies, 
Fountain Drinks. Open Evenings. 
D. T. FREELAND 
PHONE 73 706 LINCOLN 
..... ._LLGULL Eversole of Paris. The cere- she has been associated with the Pin~- Zeller, Miss Winnie Davis Neely, Miss 
took plac.e at the home of the dential Life Insura nce company In Nannilee Saund·ers, Mr. and Mrs. 
C. L. Brooks, pastor of the Chicago as cashier in the mortgage' Franklyn Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Don-
Christian church, a t 4 o'clocic loan department. ald Alter, and the guest of honor Miss 
October 3. The attendants EoaT Hel·en Shu.rna.n. 
Mr.' and Mrs. T. J. Trogdon, Jr., Scavenger 'Hunt Is 
Welcome College 
Students to 
t1JJt- Paris Beacon-News. I • 
The .bride wore a brown travel tweed Campus V1ew Treat ' 
after the ceremony the bridal Campus View upperclassmen were · 
Snappy Service Inn s 6th and JACKSON ST. 
MRS. 0. E. RITE FETES 
FOUR TABL• S OF BRIDGE 
Mrs. 0. E. Hite was hostess at p 
bridge party Wednes<1ay afternoon. A 
one o'clock luncheon was served, after 
which four tables of bridge were in 
play. Mr. S. Charles Spooner held high 
score. The following guests were pres-
ent: Mrs. Harry Williams, Mrs. R. G. 
Buzzard, Mrs. Frank Verwiebe, Mrs. 
Donald Rot hschild, Mrs. Wayne 
Hughes, Mrs. Franklyn Andrews, and 
Mrs. Eugene W affle. 
---:EISTc---
MISS SHUMAN IS GUEST 
Dr. Emma rReinhardt has as her 
week-end guest Miss Helen Shuman, 
dean of women at the St ate Farm, 
Kankakee. Miss Shuman is president 
of t h e Gamma Chapter of Kappa Del-
ta Gamma. 
RICKETTS 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
F OR GLASSES 
Phone 28 South Side Square 
HEADLINES! 
with brown accessories. Immedi-I -- M 0 0 R E 
left for an eastern trip to Wash- entertained by the freshmen Wednes- SUPER SERVICE 
D. C ., and the Carolinas. day .evening, October 7 with a scaveng-
bride is a graduate of Paris er hunt. Twenty-seven college people 
school, with the class of 1926. Mr. chased madly around town after var-
The Home of the 
1 5c HAMBURGERS 1 
They're most im-
portant t h i s Fall. 
Come in and let us 
show you the new 
coiffures - one of 
which will be ex-
actly what you're 
looking for to give 
you a head start into 
the year 's g a y e s t 
season! 
Resty'ling a.nd 
Finger Waving 
attended. the Eastern illinois ious and sundry items. Stray cats and 
College at Charle.ston and re-- gray hairs were at a premium, as well 
a degree in Ltberal Arts from as old license plates and Coca Cola 
College, Yellow Springs, 0., in , signs. 
He is local manager of the 
Gold Ice Gream company. 
After October 10 Mr. and Mrs. E.v-
will be a,t home a t 810 Ten-
street. 
The bridegroom formerly resided in 
a.rleston and has many friends here. 
---IEISTc---
EEL Y, SAUNDERS ARE 
HOSTESSES AT DINNER 
Winnie Davis Neely and Miss 
a .. ,, .. L,"-' Saunders were hostesses at a 
party at six-thirty, Saturday 
. Guests wer.e : Dr. and Mrs. R . 
Buzzard, Dr. a nd Mrs. Donaid 
and Dr. and Mrs. W alter 
---EIST·c---
S. BUZZARD GIVES 
BRIDGE CLUB LUNCH 
---EISTC---
HELLER IS GUEST OF 
FRAT DINI -G SERVICE 
Dean Hobar·t F. Heller was a guest 
of .Phi ·Sigma Epsilon for dinner last 
Tuesday evening. Dean Heller reports 
that the dining service is progres.sin?,' 
v.ery satisfactorily. 
- --EISTc---
WIERMAN, RADCLIFF WED 
Virginia Radcliff of Tuscola, a fresh-
m an here, and Wilfred Wierman of 
Atwood were wed Sunday. Miss R ad-
cliff has discontinued school. 
CROWDER & 
WILLIAMS 
PAINTS, WALL PAPER 
and GLASS 
(}rocery--niarket 
PHONE 71 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
Greetings 
Homecomers 
to 
• • •• 
NEWELL'S 
STANDARD SERVICE STATION 
A good place to prepare your car 
for the return trip. 
TENTH and LINCOLN STREETS 
WATERS TAXI 
FOR REAL SERVICE 
PHONE 249 or 1199 
For Up-to-Date 
SHOE REPAIRING 
try 
1 
"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK" 
. 
You'l! m;e ;•em the 'Va':y 
o . }Ne fJ~ .. er..:1 ' ' 
• • . 
PA.EY..lliG ' SPACE F(IR 
. '' 
n ' 
: ". • "CUS'l'QMERs' 
' . ~ 
" I\ 'J" ... 
Open , 6 :00' A. M. oto ~ :()D A. '1'1. 
' 0' 
I 
I 
MODERN 
BEAUTY SHOP 
815 Monroe. PHONE 1051 
. 
,. ' ' , 
KEITH'S 
BAKERY 
SPECIAL 
ORDERS 
SOLICITED 
BAKERS OF 
CHARLESTON'S 
LEADING BREAD R. G . Buzzard entertained the 
wives bridge club with a one-
dessert luncheon Tuesday aft-
, October 6. Fourteen members 
present and two guests. The 
were Mrs. J. Y. Kelly and Mrs. 419 6th St. 
Telephone 993 WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE 
Welton's Shoe Shop 
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16 
Rothschild. 
TUDENTS! 
For Homecoming take advantage 
of our 
Welcome .... 
, The place to get your Fresh Fruits and Vegefa:bles, Fresh Meats 
and a Complete Stock of Grocenes. w LCOME! 
DAY -EVERY. TUESDAY 
................ $6.00 
Day- Every Wednesday 
Shampoo and Wave 40c 
HARLESTON 1! 
EAUTYSHOP 
PHONE 292 
GOLDIE ADKINS, Prop. 
elda Reynolds J cnnie Schmidt 
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS 
LINC'OLN A VENUE GROCERY 
Just 1 Bleck East of Oampus RA!LPH BAILS, Mg1.· • 
PHONE 839 FOR 
MOORE'S TIRE & BATTERY SERVICE 
ACCESSORIES-WHOLESALE & RETAIL 
Sta·l"ter and (}enerator Work--Goodyear Tires--Recharging 
and Road Senice 
417 MADISON ST. CHARLESTON, ILL. 
T·O 
EISTC HOMECOMERS 
Dress-Well Shops 
NORTH SIDE SQUARE 
STYLISTS for WOMEN and MISSES 
Page Four TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Friday, October 16, 19ae 
~tat4trs <!t.o:lltgt ~ thts Facultg M_em?er ~core~ N~ws Editorial 
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid" Advocatzng Swzng-Tzme Chapel Hour 'Hello, My Frans' 
Published each Tuesday of the school 
year by the students of the Eastern Illinois 
State Teachers College at Charleston. 
The editors thoroughly a,gree with 
the ideas expre:ilsed in the following 
reverberation from last week's edi-
torial page. As yet, however, no dis-
tinction has been made between 
Entered as second class matter November chapel and assembly. 
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston, 
1 
Dea.r Editors: 
el" and "Assembly." Unque&tiona.bly, 
we need many assemblies to genera.te 
and sustain the feeling of love and loy-
alty tQIWard- the coll-ege thllit ~ express-
ed in the phrase Alma Mater. In this 
process, music should make its effective 
and unique contribution. 'Dhe songs 
suggested in your editorial to promote 
this end meet with my entir·e approval. 
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879. It appeals to me that your recent 
editorial, Swing Time comes to ,Cbape1, 
misses the distinction between "Chap- May I urge, however, that in addi-
t ion to assemblies we need chapel. A 
chapel exercise with its emphasis upon 
worship cannot be caUed a failure if it 
does not "beget rising spirit or spark-
ling vitality" for the school. The con-
-tribution of chapel is to aid the in-
dividual in h~ quest for ways of order-
ing his life. In this "enduring quest," 
the obligation laid upon each, no more ' 
valid emotions axe a.roused than thos.~ 
which come through l~tening to and 
participa.trng in the great religious 
songs of the race. This aspect of one's 
cultural development cannot be ne-
glected without sustaining real losses. 
stanley Elam '38 ............................................................ ...... Co-editor 
Walton Morris '37 ................................................................ Co-editor 
Donald Cavins '37 .............................................. Business Manager 
Glen Cooper '37 .................................................. Publicity Director 
Florence Cottingham '37 .................................... Associate Editor 
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Again We Welcome You, 
Homecomers and Friends of Eastern 
Again we welcome you, HOMECOMERS and 
friend of Eastern. You will not find a great deal 
ab ut the 1936 Homecoming that is different from 
Homecoming of other years. But we know that 
it i n t novelty that you seek. You are here to 
to arrange the stage. 
RusseH (Hu Hung Nokimona) Kel-
lam '33~I aTe extend best wishes for 
Homecoming of most succe.ssfulnesses. 
Mescal Jenkins '34 - How can the 
Forum and the New Voters' League get 
I along without me? 
John Powers '31-Just call me "Pride 
of the Prairi-e." 
Paul Blair '34 - Say, who started 
calling me Minnie a.nyway? 
Su•·ie Phipps '34 - Hurrah for the 
Women's League, Kappa Delta Pi arid 
the Textbook Library! 
Joe Kirk '32- ... and I ran fifty 
yards, before they forced me out of 
boun-ds. 
Harold Robbins '31-I have dedicated 
My plea is that we not reject r·elig-
ious music for ballads or contemporar~r 
song hits but that we continue to en-
joy our total cultural -heritage in song, 
each in its proper pla ... e. 
-JAY B. MAC GREGOR. 
f.in.e; but I worry about Home Ec club 
and the W A. A. 
. Leallyn Burr Clapp '35--Do they still 
need a business manager for the col-
lege? Don't call me a viper-they ·are 
so numerous. 
hello! Eave 
The Soap Box ---
Invites students and faculty members 
to voice their opinions on topics con-
cerned with college life. Please limit 
letters to 150 words . .• also sign same 
th~ is for ~~========================================~ 
the wax iu Dear Soapbox: ee familiar scenes and familiar faces. At Eastern, 
Homecoming i not an adolescent spree for those 
who neYer outgrew college. t Eastern, Home-
coming i that October week-end when old c ollege 
friend meet to enjoy the present and remember 
the pa t-to hear about: 
FREDDIE KOCH and "The Road t o Manda-
lay;" R. EY:i\10UR and DR. COLEM N and 
th · tatu quo of the donkey· MISS DOOTH and L~brary 20; MIS REINHARDT and I appa Delta. 
Pt; l\11 TOHNSON and her German classes; 
D • A.. IJ EILER and the wondrou dining ser-
Yices; ~II 'THOMAS and your transcript; MI 
TH0:\1 ON and your health ; DR. CO K and the 
placement ; :VIIS GEDDE and the second grade; 
my life to the Education of American 
youth. 
John Black '34-There is more to 
life than mathematics, or even law. 
Clarence Arthur (Mickey) Spence '3ti 
-I just tell 'em, they've got to •train; 
like I do in Decatur ! 
Lloyd McMullen '34 - Oh, please! I 
get five hours of sleep every night 
now-it reminds me of college. 
The News, I notice, is "doctoring" the faculty this 
Ernie Pricco '35 - I magine getting year. I wonder if it is a good idea. Two of the best· 
more publicity fTom a thumb than 10 known and most admired department heads in school do 
touchdowns! not have doctor's degrees-which certainly can be no re· 
Evaly.n Schooley '36- Where js the flection on their ability to teach. Do you think a man 
society life as it used to be? I'm :;. can learn in the year or two of specialized training it 
working woman now. takes to complete a doctor's what these two have learned 
Alexander Summers '36-This is a in twenty-five years of teaching? You agre~ that theY 
new place for me in any paper. A~ cannot. All right-will you be perfectly democratic and 
least I ·can sign my name. say '.Mr. S. E. Thomas, for twenty-five years the backbone 
Paul Tinnea '34-Well, 
y.ou heard about-what? 
publication? . about 
Spain? 
Ruth Miller '36 - This teaching is 
of the history department, had dinner with Mr. Fried· 
~-------------------------------- ~ erich Koch, the grand old man of music at Eastern, and 
Miss Isabel McKinney, learned authority on English." 
l\1I 1IICH EL and her last trip to Paris; MI 
Have You Heard? 
The idea is absurd, of course. Nevertheless~ it is 
almost a personal slight to call some teacher here 'doctor' 
without giving some like recognit'ion to another who has 
no doctor's degree. It seems to me you are bordering on 
the continental when you give a special and sometimes 
meaningless title to one teacher and nothing to another 
Round About the Campus LABEL IcYI EY and her biography of MR. 
L RD; 11R. NDREW and the News; MR. 
R \ E and the time he was a ba eball coach; 
IR. A VI and tho e he flunked last term in 
with Walton Morris 
-f?. T . A. 
liygi ne 20; MR. TOVER, his cello an~. th~ ~tu:o·~ : .. :that the ,frosh aren't even allow-
~ nt < uncil; fR. THO:i\1 and h'i.s . .'CP,ory :1ttt11t.: ~ed .t& present a candidate for Home 
111 ; I\IR. T YLOR and the latest d. v~f()pn1e'nts 1.c9mi<rt~ Queen. Mr. Andrews -- says, 
in astronomy; COACH LANTZ ansl , the~ ·Ind}in;l :'ThaJi~ a.n ironic situation. The three 
tate g.,ame; DR. BUZZARD and t~.~· qdv gy~~·;, :~pper.~~s~s·~~t- 't~e ~resh~en out of 
I\II ELLINGTON and the Ne~v .Vot~~~ Lyag-u~; tpe ~a.c~ "-~~~~~the;r-; nme. t1mes. out ?f 
\ \TEN LIVER and the "pr6spyqts" ~t ~t\1~ F;:a-11., t ·~:r;t. theJ "have the prettiest girls m 
J H LEWI and Bill; <;;;J:EN ; C00PER and school. 
~II I .. Y PENCE ; NELSON LOWRY and b t Ik st d t · t 
GE HE Ry . JOE IZELL'' d b h _ . .. a ou e rou re urning o 
• , .1. an rot er Eastern? Ike says he's still pursuing 
Vmce ; The HOMECOMING QUEEN and Doc; that long s·ought for education. We've 
RUBY T LLING and her Tommy; JO THOM- drafted him on the New& staff again. 
A and her Duey; JOE HENDERSON and his He's already produced a feature on 
engagement; JIMMY TEDRICK and basketball Knocks Knocks that was tops. If you 
pro pects; I\11 Me FEE and her hockey teams; look this issue over you'll find an-
I\1R. facGREGOR and the particulars of the next other "R. Stroud" by-line-or maybe 
war. 
So we welcome you, HOMECOMERS and 
Friend of Eastern. We are glad that you are here. 
Fable of Courteous Student 
May Come to Life at Eastern 
two. 
. of "Playboy'' Harris' . latest 
worry? John Farrar, Mattoon-man-
about-town is giving him a run for 
the Greathouse girl. You'd better 
shine up that V 8 and start all over 
again now. 
Cooper and Upton will take .the pila~ 
of the old Cooper-Spence danc.e duo. 
The boys haven't decided whether it 
will be ballet or adagio, but no one 
could tell the difference anyway. Wl~ 
hear they have a new "Danse of the 
Ditch Digg·ers" number, t hat's a wov-.'. 
We're quite sure that won't be an al-
legTetto movement! 
... that there are now three peopiP-
who read .th·e editorial page. Dr. Mac-
Gregor does, for he talks about it i:l 
education class the morning after th~ 
News comes out; (the editors are .the 
other two) . Dr. Ma;cGregor has an an-
swer to an editorial in this issue. It 
·is featured rut the top of th~ page. 
. . . how Editor Elam is followng in 
Dear Soapbox: 
I haven't yet been able to decide whether we're to 
have a Homecoming or not . The two Homecomings that 
I have already experienced at Eastern were planned a 
month in advance. Last Tuesday, a week and a half 
befor e, I read in the News the first plans for the biggest 
week-end of the year-and meager plans they were. 
The orchestra hasn't been picked for the dance, the 
president of the Women's League knows nothing yet c 
the tea the League is sponsoring, no definite plans have 
been made for the parade as a whole, and two of the 
three clubs to which I belong have not yet decided wheth-
er they will enter floats or not; the third intends to enter 
one, but has not made a single definite plan for it . My 
guess is that about two hundred or so of the studen(.) 
will "simply have to go home" for the week-end. All 'in 
all, we should have quite a gala time this Homecoming-
in various and sundry home towns. 
N. O.W. 
Mr. Shiley's footsteps? He saw twO< Dear Soapbox: 
movies in one evening, three or four I should like to know why the pep meet ing was called 
days ago. Said Elam, "I can't afford off last Thursday night. I t was the night before the first 
both, which one shall I see?" The coin home game, an excellent time to stir up feeling and sup-
said "Ramona." On the way home he port for the team. What has happened to the student 
, decid-ed he'd just have to see "Mary body? They should be aware of the fact that games can-
nee upon a time not so long ago a multi-
millionaire bethought himself of making u se of 
hi mon y in a n ble way. He made up his mind 
to give $1,5 ,000 to an institution of lea rning. He 
want d to be ure he wa giving it to a deserving 
in ·titution, o he paid unannounced visits to the 
... that Annette Blomquist is com- of Sco•tland;" anyway the Rex was not be won by the team alone-the student body as a 
ing back for a special .purpose this right on his way home. whole must back each move of the team if .they are to 
week end? Judy Voris has .asked her -- have the moral spirit necessary to win. For a month 
to the Homecoming dance. Better be ... the wide scope of professions. in these fellows have been spending three . or four hours a 
ampu e of many colleges and universities. But 
he c uldn't ee any reason for g iving any one of 
th m his money. The students were self-centered 
and flippant and collerriate. The faculty always 
1 k d a kance until they learned he was a muLti-
millionaire. 
careful Judy-you'll have these Neoga which Eastern 1 Alumni indulge? day prepar·ing themselves for the season that is just 
gals fighting over you. Wait until Ag- Lloyd McMullen '35 doesn't have starting. The second game is about to be played and in 
gie Worland hears about this! enough to do teaching all day, so he no way whatsoever have we ,pledged our support in the 
Then ne day the multi-millionaire was walk-
ina on the campu f Wa hington and Lee univer-
ity in Virginia and a ituation aro e in which an 
unknown under-graduate student wa very courte-
. . . about the Dick Higgins' band 
who's to play for the dance Saturday 
night? There s-eems to be a little dif-
ference in reports .as to the number of 
men in the outfit. DT. Buzzaxd says 
there are 18 or 20 pieces while Dr. 
Thut says there ar·e only · en. We don't 
know who knows, s.o you'll h ave to dish 
up eighty cents and find out. 
ous and ver _ friendly without knowing about the G H · workin..-
- . . . eorge enry IS now ~~ 
multim illi naire' tate of multimillionarity. for a local cleaning est!iiblishment:.> 
\Va hingt n and Lee received the bequ est of 
1 
Upton says he descended on the Phi 
$1,500,000. Sig House at 5 o'clock one morning to 
tudent f Eastern among the returning call for a topcoat that was to be clean-
. ' . . ed . . . Local Boy Makes Good~From 
alumm \ e 1 ok f _r n? z:alo_t anxt~u to giVe a stagedoor to Cleaning Establ~hment. 
fortune t a de. rvmrr mstltutwn. Netther are they 
all h 1 h ard members. But we can make our 
alumni feel at home through our courteous and 
on · iderate behavior. 
. . . anything of the amateur per-
formance to be held along with the 
midnight movie tonight? We hear 
plays the 'P.i~o in Smitty'~ Orchestr_a.l enterprise. There is only one ultimatum; we are negligent 
What we want to know 1s, how d1d. and dilatory. 
studen ts around here find out he's I, for one, would like to help display outwardly our 
playing there? Huh? intention of giving unlimited support to the football team. 
. . . a st.ra.y man say he needs a date 
for .the Homecoming dance? Jua.IDta 
Brown says she had a fuss with ;the 
boy fri-ends .back home. Get in line 
boys and give her the rush before 
"Slasher" Sunderman finds out. He's 
been escort number one every night 
for about a month now. 
Won't you give us a chance? A little dew on the grass 
won't soil my so-called hob-nail shoes! 
OUT OF THE PAST 
ONE YEAR AGO 
VVeek of October 18-29 
The Men's Union sponsored a pep meeting on the 
picnic grounds immediately after the Homecoming play. 
... the dope on Ike Wingler's trip Roy Wilson represented the student body in an ad· 
to Chicago last week-end? Neither dress to Homecomers in Chapel. 
have we. We know he went to a wed- Elizabeth IrWin was crowned Homecoming Queen. 
ding- but he won'·t ,teJl us whose i~ The Warbler announced its placement in the first di· 
was. N!iiturally it sounds as if it might vision of the National Scholastic Press association. 
have .been~! Hum-m, I wonder. Read The new chairs for the auditorium arrived. 
•between the lines in his "cat" col-I The Panthers played Old Normal; Normal won the 
umn. I game by a score of 13-0. 
Professor COLSEYBUR' S 
ast Trump 
COLSEYBUR LEAVES ON ANTA&CTIO EXPEDITION 
Noted Savant WID Study Atmospheric Conditiohs at South Pole 
LETTERS OF CONGRATULATION FLOOD EDITOR'S DESK 
it is my pleasure at this time to announce the forth-
expedition of Professor Hellandreinagh Colseybur to the South Pole. 
expedition climaxes the long and brilliant career of Eastern's most be-
professor. During his stay among us, Colseybur, more than any other 
has contributed to the restor-•·------------------
of sanity among us. On behalf 
many admirers, I wish him the 
success in his new ice-cracking 
not without a touch of sadness 
my heart that I realize that our 
happy hours together are about 
end. As great as my personal grief 
l realize, as you, too, must realize, 
Professor Colseybur belongs, not 
but to the great world of science. 
is no time for petty consider-
Professor Colseybur, on behalf 
faculty and students of Eastern, 
you the best of luck. I shall 
stand in the way of your depart-
is fitting at this time, however, 
I should pay tribute to the one 
humanitarian and philosopher 
us. Not from my lips, but from 
hearts, have come these ex-
of gratitude. They express, 
small measure only, what, I am 
every student and faculty mem-
past and present, must feel . . . . 
our loss is irreparable. 
the History department comes 
touching bit of sentiment: 
shall do our very best to see 
ters of salve? 
A most foolish question for us to pop. 1 
You'll notice them a ll at the very 
top. 
Oh where are the ·cracks we used w 
wri•te, 
The pa.ttering piffle we brought t:> 
light? 
We thought they were funny, and in-
deed they wuz; "' 
We don'.t wr=tte them now, just be-
cuz, becuz. 
Oh whc:·re are the castles we used to 
build, 
The lilies tha-t grew just for us to 
gild? 
And where is the church, •and wher~ 
is the steeple? 
You'd better not ask any serious 
people! 
Oh wrhere are the wheres of yesteryear, 
The whats :and .the· wherefores and 
oojunCits deaJr? 
The subject is not one for us ·to de·-
bate; 
It must be becuz of the stuff hll·at 
they .ate. 
Colseybur gets to the pole." J. Paul Reed is teaching English at 
Education department joins the the University of Illinois. No comment 
department in sending good is necessary. 
Cdll;eybur is going to leave us? 
well, well." 
Wire from Kappa Delta Pi: 
"You don't really mean that Col-
seybur is actually going?" 
long letter from George Henry, J. 
Reed, and Mickey Spence: 
"A splendtd idea! " 
Listen to what the Critic teachers 
have to say: 
"We're surprised he didn't think of 
of it long ago." 
Here's the Fidelis note: 
"We've seen worse fellows than 
Colseybur." 
The Phi Sigs add a line: 
Too often social committees fail to 
di.stinguish between entertainment for 
"•the romantic" and entertainment for 
"the rheumatic." 
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we? 
We say, isn't we? 
Signed: Ole Poker Face. · 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Scientist Views Pole · 
Professor Colseybu:-
COLSEYBUR BACKS PLAN 
FOR TAGGING STUDENTS 
Running the Date Bureau a close 
second, the Lost and Found Depart-
ment is rapidly becoming an East-
ern necessity. .Suggested 'by ced;ain 
faculty m embers shor.tly after the 
recent excursion of Dr. Al·ter's his-
tory classes .to Chicago, during 
which trip a local freshman got 
"lost and also strayed," the move-
ment f01r a L. F. D. has become urg-
ent. DT. Harris Phipps, of the 
Chemistry department, in a state-
ment to •the press, voiced his hearty 
approval of the id·ea. During are-
.cent trip to Martinsville to look at 
·the oil tanks, some Eastern coeds 
missed the turn at Casey and ended 
up at Flora. It is understood that 
only lost students are to be turned 
in to the L. F. D. Unless condi-
tions improve ma-terially in the near 
future, it is probable that all stu-
dents will be required to wear iden-
.tification tags when off the campus. 
according to Professor Oolseybur, 
faculty sponsor of the plan. 
1936 
tJl Hu Hung i« 
iT~ \1 
and His~ Poems 
This poem is contributed by Rus-
sell "Abe" Kellam '34. Kellam wrote 
a column called Hu Hung and H5s 
Poems for the News in 1933-34 under 
the pseudonym of "Hu Hung Nokl-
mona." He is now manager of a Krog-
er store in Pana, Illinois. 
HU HUNG READS HIS FAN MAIL 
Today read mail from all my fans; 
Alaska, Maine, or Hindustan-
From who~e wide world much letters 
pour, 
And mailman bring them to my door. 
I read one from an Eskimona, 
Another comes from Yakohoma; 
"Your .poems we like," they all are cry, 
"But you are very silly guy." 
"Your books of poems are useful, now," 
Writes Russian over in Moscow, 
"As bedtime stories for my brats-
Also for throw at neighbors' cats." 
To prop dear feeble aunt in bed, 
Or sock dear wifey in the head; 
And hired man to no fame aspires-
He uses them to kindle fires." 
"You are got daisies in your hair," 
Writes frat man up in Delaware. 
"Best giTl no longer give me peep 
~ince she are read your silly cheep." 
Ah me! the poet's life are hard-
All blame, no praise, for struggling 
hard-
He's cursed for every stolen kiss-
But I are still have hope-read this: 
"I just know you are cutest boy," 
Says girl from Charleston, Illinois, 
"And some day you must come and see 
Poor ittie, bittie, wittie me." 
-Hu Hung Nokimona. 
---EISTc-----
Welcome unto you, Homecomers and 
friends of EI. If the occasion calls foT 
flowers-Call Carroll-Florist. Phone 39, 
413 Seventh St. 
Page Five 
Elmer "Dudies-up" 
for Homecoming 
Dear Elmiree, 
I was almost overwent with exoob-
erating when your latest apostle came 
saying .that most undoubtfully you 
would be amidst us Homecoming. I 
hope nothing happens like last year 
when your pop was runnin around the 
barn and collided with the spotted hef-
fer and you had to stay home to take 
care of the heffer. 
All indications show that I am goin 
to have an unsurmounta-ble surprise 
for you and for my pubhc. From what 
I have ·been able to g8Jther by twos and 
twos, I'm gonna be in .the lion light 
this week end.. And furthermore, if 
your here your gonna be there with 
me. Maybe I won't be invegaled out 
of my publicity this time. If I could 
tell you more about it I would .but I 
dasnt. I wished you would wear that 
purty .pink dress you had for gradu-
ashun. But it dont make a lot of dif-
ference-your all the same to me. It 
will be the r.ip roarinest w.eek end 
y.ouve ever had on account theys a 
dance Saturday night at which I pur-
pose to take you to. I must confess 
that seve:r.al of them leap year-ever-
year-gals, including one of .the queens 
b est women approached me for the ·be-
foresaid dance but I didn't let that tffi:·n 
my head. I thought if .they · was a 
Chinks chance that you was comin 1t 
was worth sacerficing for. Its men like 
me that makes, .true, honest husbands. 
I dont want to be eggotistical .but I 
dont mind sayin that you will be right 
proud when you see me officiliating 
out on the griddle-iron. The fella you 
pick out for the brains of the outfit 
will proberly be me. If I hear some-
body a yellin louder'n anybody else. 
I'll know your rig1ht there rootin for 
me. 
ELMER. 
P S. Would you see if Pop would 
let you bring over his vehickle. We 
could use it to a enormus advantage 
over the week end. 
This Is .. . 
Ple~; Type!? 
'A Column of Errors' 
Homecomers, and you other people I 
forg·et to tell, this colyum exudes from 
those three inr.a.mous cam~us institu-
tions, the Panther Lair, the Phi Si.g 
house and the Fidelis house. Now I 
know you'll read it. 
"Come back and see us sometime." 
And now, folks, Pem Hal l: PROFESSOR COLSEYBUR Landon and Roosevelt beamed from either end of the IFidelis hous-e living 
room until politics grew too hot. Now 
both are gone, but not before Landon 
had grown .a "typical prairie" beard, 
made of tassle from Brother John's 
bathrobe. 
"Regret we cannot see you off." 
The Misses Booth, Reinhardt, Weller, 
Johnson, Michael, and Thomas add 
last minute regrets: 
"Let's see, how long was it Col-
sey'bur was here?" 
Our prominent alumni, Black, Wil-
;on, Summers, Austin, Clapp, Tripp, 
Middlesworth, Wyeth, and Blair, un-
:mrden themselves: 
"Colseybur? Oh, yes, Colseybw·. 
You say he is leaving?" 
And now, HOMECOMERS, it gives 
ne great pleasure to introduce to you, 
perhaps for the last time, our great 
[riend and benefactor, none other than 
·he great Hellandreinagh Colseybur, 
umorist, lecturer, and scholar. 
(Thunderous applause) 
0 rofessor Colseybur speaks: 
"Ladies and gentlemen, the rumor 
hat I .am about to start on an expedi-
ion to the Pole has been somewhat 
xaggerated. What I told the News 
eporter was that I was about to go on 
he dole. I f.eel that it would be most 
nprofessional, indeed, were I even to 
onsider such an undertaking at a 
ime like this. The spirit of Home-
om.ing touches me deeply. I would be 
ost unhappy were I not at Eastern on 
very such occasion to welcome back to 
ur alma mater those who have been 
earest and dearest to me in the p 
gain, fellow students, Professor ol-
ybur is with you as in the pa ." 
-Ole ker Face 
Life's Lesso 
h where are the goals of yesteryear, 
The punts and the passes and Home-
coming cheer? 
e've asked the question, and so good-
bye. 
There's no one can .answer it; henr.c 
we won't ·try. 
where are the friends we used to 
have, 
The oilies, the smoothies, the mas-
presents 
The Fifth Annual Hornecorning Duke 
BEN EDMAN 
"The Friendly City 
Boy" 
and his 
Valets de Corp.se 
THE DUKE 
GLEN COOPER 
"Bring Back My 
Mickey to Me." 
The Last Trump 
JOE HENDERSO~ 
"L~fe is just one calorie 
after a.uothcr." 
MILTON SIEGEL 
"Th.e Floradora Boy" 
WINTER HOME 
OF DUKE 
BUCKINGHAM PALACE 
JOE SNYDER 
"Sing, Baby, Sing'' 
/ 
Don't miss Judy Voris' animal act 
this evening from 7:20 to 7:50 in front 
of the Little Campus, starring Polky! 
Quoting the Intellectual 
Sunderman: T·hat was such an easy 
test that I nearly f.ell asleep writing it. 
The boner plize of the wuk gooc; 
to D :-2.n FlL"'lg, who tried to use somf'l 
tennis racket shellac for linement. (No 
use getting stuck on yourself, Fling!) 
People are crazier than anybody. 
They heat tea to make it hot; they 
put ice in it to cool it off; they put 
lemon in it to make it tart, and they 
add sugar .to make it sweet; they .have 
Homecomings, arid tell everyone to be 
good. 
Neal: If you get mad at the radio, 
be sure to kick the wall. The radio 
is on free trial. 
Russell: What is that I hear? 
McHenry: Must he Charlie Woods' 
shirt. 
Bob McAlister: I'll .bet Mussolini was 
hatched from a connon ball. 
Johnnie Drum: The Duce he was! 
Have you heard .the new swing tune 
"They're Hangin' · Danny Deever?'' 
We're not stringing you along. 
What's .been worrying Gooper? (See 
"The Duke"). 
Four Phi Sigs remained at \home last 
week-end, a la Pem Hall. 
---EISTC---
Garage For Rent- Room for two 
cars. 615 Harrison St., Phone 1007. 
Page Six 
Alex Summers Describes Genesis of 
Special Homecoming News Editions 
Dear editors, all over page one. That was cute. So 
Here at the University of Iowa where the practice prevailed, and every year 
I am trying my utmost to be a student you were sure to find a three-column 
I have been ·witness to an incident that picture of 20 or 30 squinting football 
Js not without its humorous touches. huskies who indicated by their pas-
In the men's dormitory where I live tures that the day was going to be 
there is a resident who is so imbue:i mighty tough for the opposition on 
with the political spirit that he ad- Schahrer Field. 
vertised his p rty affiliations on the Let's Dig Up Past Glory' 
door to his room. None of the editors had yet thought 
Students passing this room were en- of skipping back to the past for a rins-
tertained with notices that "Fo~· a Free, ing dip into the glories of the good 
Happy, and Prosperous Amenca vote old days. The editors were content to 
for _Browder." ~he_ chap's roo~ mate, I dwell upon the vicious strength of the 
obviOusl~ a patl~otlC soul not 1;; ~r- I football team, the aesthetic possibili-
mony, Wlth_ t~e J.Sms, posted a notic: I ties of a tea at the Hall and the very 
to a~ statu~., that h~ was not~ Com slim chances that some grad actual!:' 
mumst, z:o srr, that hlS sympath1es be- would show up for the festivities. 
longed w1th the sunflower. 
'I Manage My Analogy' 
I don t know how an account of this 
trivial little incident could possibly be 
fitted into the Homecoming theme. By 
straining after imagery I might say 
"no sir, my sympathies are with East-
ern State at this time and not witn 
Iowa," which is the truth after all and 
ought to be stated from the outset. 
My sympathies are also with Sta.c-
ley Elam and Walton Morris, luckless 
editors that you are, who must, by some 
sort of legerdemain, publish the 
annual Homecoming · special of the 
News. 
Do you know who got you in this 
jam? I do. 
As Professor Colseybur might say, it 
rankles my heart to know that you 
two must submit to the annual abu..:;e 
of publishing a 14-page special. It so 
disturbs me that I have decided t~ 
expose the whole sordid business so 
that you may have at these' vHlian.s 
who have congested your lives. 
'Oooe Upon a Time' 
The source of all your trouble, gen-
tlemen, is n ot far from your own door-
step. He is Franklyn L. Andrews, the 
personable adviser of the News who 
during his term of service has driven 
four editors half crazy. It was Mr. An-
drews, I believe, who teamed with Har-
old Middlesworth to bring out the first 
jumbo Homecoming special. Of course 
it was a humble little thing compared 
to the ones that were whipped off the 
presses a short while later. But it 
had the essence that became a News 
pattern. It was big, it dramatized, it 
was flooded with news, and what Lc:; 
more important, it went hunting for 
all the water that had gone under the 
bridge. I think the boys might have 
gotten a pint that first jumbo issue. 
Paul Elliott Blair was a whale of a 
lot better. He seemed to have a keen 
nose for water that had gone under 
the bridge. I know he had at least 
a gallon. It was ab"but this time that 
Mr. Andrews and Howard Franklin, 
make-up expert at the Courier, start·· 
ed wearing galoshes. 
If you have the courage to flip back But Roy Wilson was really the star 
the News files to about 1920 you will water-recaller; his special was liter-
find, I believe, that Homecoming was 
1 
ally sopping with good old water out II 
just another event in the News and of the past. (Mr. Andrews and Frank-
was treated in the "Come one, come 
all" manner. The editors usually slap- <Ccntinued, on Page 7) 
ped a he1ty black streamer on ;the 
front page and then sort of let the 
Homecoming story drift off under it3 
own volition. If you were a good mud-
der you could wade through clear to 
the end, which usually was .somewhere 
on the back page next to a corset ad-
verti.sement. 
About 10 years ago the boys became 
a little more alert to the possibilitie.3 1 
Fletcher's Grocery 
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL 
SUPPLIES aud NOTIONS 
of a Homecoming cel·~bration. They I Phone 422 
cracked a picture of the football .team , _______________ _. 
4th & Lincoln 
, 
e A 
MEN'S & YOUN 
' 
Snappy New Models! 
Worth Dollars More! 
$ 
Famous 1 librooke in Double-
Brea ted Half-Belt model , 
Ul t r, Guard model and Full 
elt Polo styles ... in Fleeces, 
i 1 v e r' tone , Herringbones, 
Boucle uri , Plaid and lster 
a ting ... P pular colors ... 
izcs 34-46. 
Men's Heavy Melton 
Overcoats are here at 
. , 
l. 
MEN'S 
$10.95 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
McKinney Promises 
Lord Biography Soon 
Miss Isabel McKinney, head of the 
English department, hopes to have 
her biography of the late Livingston 
C. Lord, president of Eastern for more 
than thirty years, ready for distribu-
tion by Alumni day. The book will not 
cost more than three dollars, and it 
may be obtained for less. 
The book will contain many sayings 
in Dr. Lord's own words. Fragments 
of chapel talks, some whole talks, and 
several letters, as well as a description 
of his boyhood as told by himself are 
included in the biography. 
Last summer Miss McKinney visited 
St. Peter, Minnesota, where Dr. Lord 
was superintendent of schools before 
coming to Charleston. There she talk-
ed with some of his Minnesota friends 
and with three teachers who had 
taught under him. She also saw the 
school which Dr. Lord attended. On 
this trip Miss McKinney learned more 
of the Minnesota background of his 
lite. 
Those who want to reserve copies of 
his biography may do so by writing 
Miss Ruby Harris. The number of 
copies to be printed has not yet been 
d-ecided. 
---IEISTC---
WILSON WORDS TELEGRAM 
WITH TERMS OF APOLOGY 
Regr.et that pressure of work in of-
fice has made it impossible for me to 
write anything for homecoming issue; 
hope you are not inconvenienced by 
this. Circumstanoes now indicate that 
I may not even get to attend Home-
coming, but I hope I can. Luck on the 
special edition. -ROY K. WILSON. 
Friday, October 16, 1936 
'Bill' Bails Plays at War; Commands 
Squadron in Attack on 'Battle' Line 
The following is an excerpt from a 
letter to Donald Cavins from William 
Bails '35, who is located in the Pensa-
cola, Florida, Navy f:yers' training 
base. Mr. Bails expresses the hope 
that he can mal{e the trip up to Illi-
nois for the Homecoming festivities. 
This account of war play in the air is 
printed with his permission: 
Last week we had our final tactical 
problem, and it sure was the most in-
teresting thing we've done so far. There 
are twenty cadets in the formation 
that I am in, and we were divided into 
the Orange and the Blue forces with 
ten men on a side. Each of the forces 
consisted of three groups, and each 
group typified the entire aircraft force 
of an aircraft carrier. I was in com. 
mand of the Orange forces (because 
my name heads the alphabetical list), 
and I had the sections from the air-
craft carriers "Yorktown," "Enter-
prise," and "Wasp." For forty five 
minutes before the flight began we 
formed our plans. Each of the car-
<Continued on Page 7) 
CALL 
F. V. THRA LL 
for 
Quality Coal 
Day 186 PIIONES Night 1269 
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this Hotel are available 
Coffee Sho,p-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sunday and Holidays 
May We Serve y ,oru? 
HOTEL U. S. GRANT 
Mattoon 
Telephone 2700 
Illinois 
ON DISPLAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUN DAY 
Coupe ••• Newest in 
LIN COL -ZEPHYR 
LINE 
A new three-window coupe with ultra smart body lines is the biggest 
Lincoln-Zephyr news fo,r 1937. The new coupe (shown above) has striking 
lines, modifying the air-stream upper body treatment of the six-passenger 
types, which alone were available last year. The rear quarter sweeps down-
ward to the belt to give the car a · characteristic coupe appearance, which 
retains the originality of line typical of the Lincoln-Zephyr bodies. The 
coupe's single seat is amply wide for three adults. The seat back is divided. 
Each section is hinged. Either can be swung forward to give access to a 
compartment back of the seat big enough to hold a good sized steamer 
trunk. J"his supplements the usual luggage space. The "first anniversary" 
Lincoln-Zephyr series is now being shown at Lincoln dealer showroon1s 
throughout the country. 
The Lincoln Zephyr is the type .of fine car which is eminently suitable for 
use by the Homecoming Queen and for any Queen because of its beauty and 
its h1xuriousJ and yet thoroughly practical, equipment. 
McArthur Motor Sales 
Charleston, Illinois f PHONE 666 
ay, October 16, 1936 
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TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
ill' Bails Plays at War; Commands 
quadran in Attack on 'Battle' Line 
Alex Sends Flood of 
'Water Under Br idge ' 
Ex-News Head, Harold Middlesworth 
Enjoys Lot as 'Only a Newspaper Guy' 
(Continued from Page 6) 
groups was situated in a separate 
in the hangar, so we had to form 
plans by sending notes by mes-
~er. This simulated radio commun-
~ion. 
vantage of altitude or else was able t o 
(Continued from Page 6) 
make a surprise attack. lin started wearing rain coats.) I came 
When it became evident that our along then for two consecutive whacks 
Wasp group was being held on the at Homecoming specials. I don't like to 
ground by the referee, I rounded up boast, but I brought ra.in. When I 
Harold Middlesworth '31, editor of Newspaper Guild. Yes sir, I_ c~ a 
the News from 1929 to 1931, now sit-! card. From now on I'm a umon _JOU~­
uated in El Paso, Texas, as a r ·eporter nalist and no foolin'. The Gmld IS 
on the Herald-Post, writes to the News doing all right nationally-getting_ a 
via Franklyn L. Andrews, adviser. lot of "bulletin-hoard contracts" Wl~h 
publishers who are fighting to av01d 
actual recognition of the Guild. Here 
on the HP we are making p,rogress. 
'he mission of our Orange force was 
ttack the Blue battle line, which 
; represented by a railroad bridg·e 
·oss Escambia Bay. The mission of 
~ Blue force was to prevent this at-
k. 
Forces Carry Charts 
t!:ach force was given a chart which 
owed the location of their own forC€s 
d of one of the carriers of the op-
,ing force. Each carrier was also 
.ren written instructions as to when 
ey could launch their planes. You 
~. all of this was meant to simulate 
rtime conditions, so of course each 
le had to be ignorant of certain facts 
!lich were known to their opponents. 
Our Orange force decided to rendez-
us the forces of our three carriers 
d make a united attack on the Blue 
tttle line. At about 9:00 we took off 
our fighters, each section going to 
e spot where its carrier was supposed 
be located. Two instructors also 
ok planes and went out to referee the 
ght. They had looked at the plans 
· both forces, so they knew where the 
ot spots' would develop. 
my section and led them to a point stood on the bridge and looked for all Dear Chief: 
15 miles north of the Blue battle line the lost water I spied past editors of "The newspaper business is looking 
where we were to rendezvous with the the News. So in the 1934 Homecom- up. Since I wrote you last I have been 
Enterprise. The sky was full of clouds ing issue such .eminent ex- editors a.s bounced up to the Herald-Post, 
that day, however, with hardly room Middlesworth, Blair and Wilson con- scripps-Howard paper. It came about 
enough between them to lead a sec- tributed ar.ticles. Middlesworth wrote a when the World-News gently folded 
tion of planes, even in close forma- fine column of reminiscenC€s called up in the middle of the night. We 
tion. This condition made a rendez- ".Purely Personal Piffle," and Roy told were putting out a Sunday sheet when 
vous practically impossible, so, after about not interviewing >Sinclair Lewis the bosses called us into ·the office at 
we had circled over the rendezvous for in Washington, D. C. (Mr. Wilson a;t 12:30 a. m. and said '!You're washed 
five minutes longer than the time set the time was on the first and last leg out." Nice stuff. 
for meeting with the Enterprise, I of a projected round .the world trip in "Upshot was that I worked two 
headed my section for the Blue battle company with John Black, who als~ nights on the Times, local morning 
line. At 700 feet the clouds were ideal wrote an article for this special.) rag, then hooked on with the HP. I 
for our attack. There was a thick It all amounts to this. Middlesworth am covering the Courthou.s.e and doing 
blanket below us, on which we rolled got a pint, Blair a gallon, Roy a solid "right well," thank you. It is a Telief 
our whee:!.s, which obscured us entire- good soaking, I brought rain. Now it's to get on a sheet where you don't have 
ly from view from below. Just over up to you boys to goet a flood. (In this to worry about whether the next check 
the Blue line, this cloud layer stopped event you had better buy diving suits will bounce and put in all hours day 
as abruptly as if it had been a shelf, for Mr. Andrews and Franklin). and night to get that small checlt. 
thus hiding our attack until the last . I set out to tell something ,about the 
moment. It was a simple matter to genesis of a special Homecoming issue. 
drop over the edge of this cloud bank I have accomplished ·that purpose, rbut 
and dive our column of planes straight don't let the tone deceive you. I heart-
down at the bridge. The def.enders ily endorse the jumbo specials, as do 
didn't have a chance to stop so steep most collegiate readers and all the 
a dive even if they had seen it. alumni. I am looking forward to the 
The battle was over and we headed best Homecoming special yet publish-
back for Corry. I've never heard so ed. I think .this may be expected in 
much arguing over who did what in view of the fine journalism in the fir~t 
"Duke" Carries Card 
"Rig-ht now, I'm n eck-deep in union-
ism. You have no doubt heard of the 
m anner of prestidigitation, their . first 
ques tion would be, "Does Ole Poker 
Fac.e still write for the News?" 
Staff Submits Demands 
"We have submitted to the editor a 
series of demands covering hours, 
wagoes, vacations and dismissal pay. He 
is personally on our side, 'and we will 
get something out of the deal but I 
doubt if Mr. Howard and the New York 
big shots will allow him to sign an 
iron-clad contract. 
"I nev·er had a lot of illusions about 
newspapering ·but I realize more than 
ever that it's just another business and 
(Continued on Page 8) 
WELCOME AJLUMNI 
U. C. JOSSERAND 
BARBER 
Across Street froon Library 
MEMBER EI B OOSTER CLUB 
Hair Cut 25c 
My carrier was the Yorktown, and 
was supposed to be located 42 miles 
1st of our training field (Corry 
ield ) . So I led my section of four 
anes to that point and circled around 
my life. I can just imagine how it will issues this fall. I regoret at ·the s8Jme 
be in the fleet when we have such time that i·t will be impossible for me 
problems. Then there will be 72 planes to attend the Homecoming celebration. 
on each carrier instead of 3 or 4. Any Therefore I expect a well-rounded and 
baseball referee who thinks he has a complete follow up in the News so 
difficult job should just try to judge I can at least have the satisfaction 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
til the scheduled time for leaving 
arne. We then proceeded to the lo-
ation of the Wasp at full speed be-
use we knew that they would be on 
he ground until 9: 05-plenty of time 
r an enemy force to get to them and 
ripe them out if they happened to 
lllow their location. 
Enemies Are Helpless 
one of these contests! 
---EISTC---
SOPHOMORES ELECT NEW 
OFFICER, PLAN FLOAT 
Viole t Podesta was elected sopho-
more class treasurer to succeed Walter 
Warmoth, who has dropped out of 
school. 
of knowing ·who were present and what 
you did for them. 
Sincerely, 
Alex Summers. 
P. S.-May I append one last con-
viction: If aJll the graduates since 1930 
were collected in one 'Spot, by some 
Sure enough, when we got there, our 
tllies were on the ground, helpless. We At .the same meeting, a committee 
consisting of Violet Podesta, chairman, 
lad made only. a~o~t a half turn Betty Duff, James Stahl, John Far-roun~ the landmg. field ~he~ one of rar, Jim Clark, Maxine Engle and 
y _wmg. men _began pomtmg and I June Pr·eston was appointed to pre-
g;est1Culatmg as 1f he had gone mad. I pare a class Homecoming float. 
BRADING'S 
SHOE REP AIRING 
Quality Material and 
Prompt Service 
417 7th St. PHONE 173 
~k~,and~~ebclow~~a~alliw a--~----~-----~------------------~ ive for our planes on the ground was "' 
me enemy section from the "Ranger," 
oent on putting one of our carriers 
ut of commission. From our advant-
ge in altitude we "peeled off" from 
ur formation and made our attack on 
,he enemy planes before they reach-
>d the Wasp. Unfortunately, how-
_ver, the instructor who was refereeing 
h is part of the engagement was busy 
landing at the time we made our at-
ack and so didn't see it. All he saw 
was the dive that the Ranger group 
made at the planes on the ground, so 
he ruled the Wasp out of action and 
wouldn't let them take off. 
Our Yorktown group had a nice lit-
W hen the Music Goes 
Round and Round! 
You'll Want to Look 
Your Best 
That means clean, fresh gowns for the ladies 
. . clean, fresh suits for the gentlemen. 
we also wish to call your attention to our 
modern Fur-Cleaning. We'll glve your furs a 
furrier's expert cleaning, and send your coats 
back to you looking like new. 
tle dog fight with the Ranger, but that Call Mr. fred E. SCHEID KER 
was all just for fun, because we knew 
hat our sections were of equal at l{line's. Phone 122 Res. Phone 234 
strength, and, according to the rules of WE CALL & DELIVER he game, neither could defeat the 
~~~~om h~an ~W~ ~-~~=~--~~~-----~~~~~~-----~-=----~~~ 
'Face the Truth and Don't Be Afraid' 
MEMBER OF MACAULAY CLUB 
F OR 3 YEARS 
and of 
QUARTER MILI,ION OLUB 
OF 1936 
• 
A Life Insurance program 1s c o nceded to 
be the only sure method of providing for you 
in old age or for your dependepts if you don't 
r each old age. 
Let us check your present policies and 
help you complete the program. If you do11't 
face the bets now and act accordingly you 
or your dependents must pay later anyhow. 
H. NOLAN SIMS E I '30 
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY 
of Canada 
TELEPHONE 354 CHARLESTON, ILL. 
• Welcomes You! 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the 
quality we have. Every item of high grade and 
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for 
the girl. 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render 
service at all times. Expert operator. 
• AL EXANDER'S 
. '" 
........ ...... 1'... • ; t.'. J... ~ • • -
• <:;\:. • .~. • .... ,..,. .: • ,. • "t? J • ... 
Suede •.. plus g listeny pat-
ent le ather! It's stunning in 
Par is Fashion's sanda l wi th 
broad ~fronj strap ... and 
in a pum p with me rc ury-
wing shaped trim. Others 
with the same fit ... qua lity 
•• . and workmanship . • . in 
·a ll t he new sty le s . . • and 
marvelously low in price. 
Se su r e and ~ee theni. 
& $3.95 
Guaranteed by 
Good H ousekeeping 
a$ adt,ertised therein 
New Colors: 
ARABY GREEN, BLACK, 
BROWN, SMOKY GREY, 
INK BLUE, BURGUNDY 
A&G SHOE MART 
SMARTEST STYLES WEST SIDE SQUARE 
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Three Exponents of Spanish 
Dance Appear on Ent. Course 
"Duke" Goes in for NEWT BAIRD COUNTS 
Politics and Unions TACKS, TACKS, TACKS 
(Continued from Page 7) 
Newt Baird, janitor, .had an 
easy job. He was sent to change 
the pads on the ironing board 
at Pemberton Hall. It was an 
easy job. Newt pulled 926 
carpet tacks and a shingle nail, 
not to mention five safety pins. 
There were eighty-two plies of 
cloth on the top of the board 
and twenty-five pounds of it in 
all. Yes, Newt had an easy 
job. 
J I A Club Inducts 
Twenty-Six Men 
The Industrial Arts club held an in-
itiation party for new members in the 
east wing of the industrial arts build· 
ing at 5:30 Wednesday evening, Oct. 7. 
Twenty-six students, majors or minors 
in industrial arts, attended. 
~--·--------------
. 
"Dance of the Torso" Is Initial To Appear Here Nov. 2 
Offering of New Committee 
Head. 
our best be.t is to stick together just 
as any other group that works for a 
living. But it is still the gr.eatest busi-
ness in the world, if it is just a buai-
ness. 
Carlos de Vega, with Ynez and 
Mariluz, in dance and ballet divertisse-
ments of Spain and Mexico, is the in-
itial offering of the Entertainment 
Course board for the current year. The 
engagement is scheduled for Monday 
evening, November 2, with the curtain 
at 8:15. 
The program of dances, as arranged 
by Carlos de Vega for himself and his 
group, presents swift, kaleidoscopic 
pictures of Mexico and Spain, by 
means of what George Jean Nathan, 
celebrated critic, has called "the dance 
of the torso." De Vega's passionate 
life-long interest in the folk danoes 
of Iberia, and of the countries influ-
enced by Iberian culture, has colored 
the trends of the modern dance. His 
mastery of the castanets and his com-
mand of the swift, intricate move-
ments of the Spanish dance combine in 
producing fanatically thrilling effects 
in certain of his gypsy dances, such as 
De Falla's "Ritual Fire Dance," from 
his ballet "El Amor Brujo." 
Ynez and Mariluz are De Vega's as-
sociates on this, his first American 
tour. Ynez, a Castilian by descent, is 
renowned for her beauty and for her 
spirited interpretations of gypsy life. 
Mariluz, who is of Mexiqan birth and 
Aztec ancestry, has presented several 
recitals in M-exico City. 
Victor Rodriguez, a composer and 
pianist, acts as accompanist . for the 
De Vega ensemble in their interpreta-
tions of the riotous color and whirl of 
Mexico and Spain. 
On November 9, just a week later, 
Hugh Walpole, noted English author, 
will lecture in the auditorium as the 
last fall Entertainment Course num-
ber. 
---E18Tc---
Ec Club Installs 
Officers for Year 
New members and officers were in-
stalled with the impressive Home Eco-
nomics Club candle lighting ceremony 
at the regular meeting, Monday nig-ht, 
October 12. The installation ceremony 
was read 1by .the club president, Miss 
Hazel Haskett, who was ass1sted by 
Miss Alice Ogden. 
Club members elected Miss Dorothy 
Armes as official delegate to the state 
meeting to be held at Quincy, Illinois, 
on October 30, 31. 
Miss Alice Ogden planned the game.s 
which followed ·the business meeting. 
---ElaTe---
EPSILON PI TAU MEETS 
TO DISCUSS PROJECT 
Epsilon Pi Tau h eld a meeting in the 
industria l arts building Thursday at 
I 
one o'clock for discussing a research 
project of value to the members and to 
discuss new regulations with regard to 
eligibility for membership. President 
Lowell Monical announced the estab-
lishment of a reading sheif in Dr. L. F. 
Ashley's office where books of special 
inter.est to industrial arts majors will 
be kept. 
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE 
FOR QUAI,ITY 
A good hair cut just doesn't hap-
pen-it is the result of long experi-
ence and careful attention. You 
can get that kind of service at the 
HOLMES 
BARBER ·SHOP 
SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE 
WE MAKE CHARTER TRIPS 
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE 
CHARTER COACH 
SERVICE 
Illini Coach Company 
KEITH R. McKELVEY, Mgr. 
Charleston Division PHONE 430 
Math Outing Is 
On EI Campus 
According to its custom of takin~ 
advantage of cool autumn days, the 
Mathematics club held its annual wien-
er roast .in the college picnic grounds 
Wednesday evening at ·five o'clock. The 
club has an unusually large member-
ship this year. All members are urgerl. 
by Mary R osalie Bear, president, to 
take an active part by preparing pa-
pers for presentation at the regular 
meeting. T.her·e are several who would 
become eligible for Kappa Mu Eipsilon, 
national honorary fraternity, if thev 
present papers before the mathematics 
club. 
---EISTC---
GEOGRAPHY CLUB HOLDS 
CAMPUS WIENER ROAST 
The Geography Club held a wiener 
roast on the Colleg·e picnic grounds 
Wednesday evening at 5 o'clock. Plans 
for the Homecoming float were dis-
cussed. Paul Wl:),kefield, president, 
urges that all prospective members of 
th·e club pay their dues. 
--- IL18Tc---
Come to the Hallowe'en Masque! 
Homecomers 
Mr. and Mrs. Snyder will be 
glad to see you again 
at 
The CANDY SHOP 
East Side Squat·e Phone 270 
"I still would rather do newspa;perin!j 
than anybhing else. Things are a lit-
tle dull now, but they'll pick up with 
. a .bang· one of .these days. I h!wen 't 
.had a good, legitimate news story in 
six months. 
Murders Prove Interesting 
"Rig.ht now I am promoting ,the 
cause of a little Mexican who has been 
sentenced to sit in the electr.ic chair 
Oct. 23 . He is a. queer little guy, just 
as guilty as can be, but the lawyers 
hav•cn't given him a break. His first 
one was a drunkard and the last one 
a neophyte. Just now I have found 
him a sweetheart, a gal in another 
wing of the jail with whom 'he flir.ts 
across an open space. Makes good 
stories. 
"I don'·t know whether I'll be able 
to do him .any good before Oct. 23 or 
not, ·but I'm g·iving him .a little pub-
licity. The last one:·, another Mexican 
who killed a customs pat rol officer, had 
his death sentence commuted before his 
death date. 
"Next to murderers, I find politicians 
most interesting. They are irascals, 
liars and slippery as can be, but in-
teresting. I like to see them work. 
"Border life is taming down. There 
hasn't been a good rum-running, smug-~ 
gling battle in two years. The G-men, 
T-men, Border p atrol and allied lines 1 
aTe staging a. drive on liquor tax evad-
ers now and all they get is a flock of 
small-time alky peddlers. 
El Paso Tames Down 
"El Paso is making ,a. drive for na·-
ticnal fame as a winter resort with a 
Dr." L. F. Ashley led the games 
which were followed by refreshmen~ 
of hot dogs, potato salad, coffee and ice 
cream. The meeting was drawn to a. 
close after a brisk business session in 
high school since the World-News clos- which a float for the home corning 
.ed up. He has three classes in com- parade, the year's coming dues, the 
merical arithmetic and one in Ehg- news letter to andustrial arts alumni, 
lish. and a hobby show were discussed. 
"I h d . This . th That the purpose of the party was 
ave move agam. . 1S , e . . , 
, . . . I r·eallzed IS proven by club pres1dent, 
seventh place I ve lived m smce I got R c , t t t "W t rted th 
· d 14 th oss ox s s a emen , e s a e -ma.n·Joe mon s ao-o 
" . e. · . . year off right by getting acquainted, 
Right now we are pomtmg for a recruiting new members to the club 
trip to illinois s~e time next summer. and establishing a feeling of good fel~ 
I hope to make 1t early but may not lowship among those in the depart· 
be able to get away until late in the ment." 
summer. V acfl!tions won',t be handed 
out until sometime in the spring. But 
I'll try to let you know when we may 
make it. 
"I suppose Wayne Hughes told you I 
about hi& visit in EP this summer; I 
think he had a · pretty good t ime here . 
I hope so. Won't you •try to make it 
out here some time? Maybe we can 
arrange a .1Jime if I get home next sum-
er." 
HAL, ALLAS "THE DUKE'" 
King Furniture 
Company 
New and Used Furniture, Stoves, 
Rugs. Upholstering and furniture 
repairing. 
610 Van Buren 
The New Management 
WELCOMES You to 
Little Campus Cafe 
Dinners, Sandwiches, Drinks, 
Smokes 
"Meet with Your Friends Here" 
MAX WHITE, CHARLES CRITES, 
Proprietors 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 
series of national ads this winter. The E. L. KING. Prop. 
tourists wm come to town and that 
PHONE 960 Clive Dick, Mgr. 
will spoil what is left. 
"McMorris is teaching at El Paso 
Welcome back, 
Alumni! 
Come up and see us while you 
are in town. 
The Artcraft Studio 
F. IL. Ryan, Prop. 
Phone 598 South Side Square 
Faculty & Students 
We ma"mtain a complete Service 
Department for all makes of Radios 
&. C. A.-VICTOR DEALER 
Burbeck Electric Co. 
604 6th St. PHONE 474 
The Eastern Point · of View 
The coiffures illustrated en this month's 
rrotogravure supplement, designed by 
Marinello Approved Beauty Shops lead-
ing stylists, have that happy quality of 
ccbeing at home" anywhere . . . at foot-
ball games und'er flip little hats, at "tea 
for two" or at the theatre. 
I MARINELLO APPROVED BEAUTY SHOP 
PROPRIETOR: MRS. MAUDE COLE 
611 Sixth St. GROUND FLOOR Phone 332 
, rr,-.; ~; - - • '< .. , 'If-- .... 
FRESH C.ANDY I 
I 
New Dress 
SHIRTS 
Willarrd Batteries Tire Repairing 
We Specialize in 
Frame and Axle Straightenihg 
-Front Wheel Alignment 10c:!2~:20c I 
AUTO SPECIALISTS 
W. E. HILL & SON ~ Simpson & Bennett 
PHONE 405 409 Fifth St. Southwest Corner Square 
A BEDROOM TELEPHONE 
FOR C 0 NV EN I E N C E 
CALL 
OUR 
BUSINESS 
OFFICE 
It is right at hand to . make or answer· 
late or e·arly calls . . • It is useful during 
the day as well as at night ..• Merely 
an extension from your main line, it is 
. . 
mexpens1ve. 
Illinois Consolidated Te'lephone Co. 
Fully Shrunk 
Fast Colors 
New shipment just received. Duke of 
Kent button down collars and non-
wilt styles. Checks, plaids, stripes and 
plain colors. Also white. The nation-
ally advertised Ay-won brand. Here's 
shirt value beyond comparison. 
Sizes 14 to 17 
New Wool Neckwear : .................... ......... SOc 
MURRAY'S . CLOTHING STORE 
October 16, 1936 
ichael Completes Larrupin' 
rough Wild and Wooly West 
Axle Permits Noted 
to Make Eighty-
Hitch-Hike. 
By Jim Michael 
ving Soattle, Washington, we 
straight east toward Spokane. 
the verda.nt coa.st region, and 
barren semi-desert and yvh ea.t 
We re-cr.ossed the Columbia 
in eastern Washington. n was 
a huge river, but it flowed 
a country so barren that even 
banks of the mighty Columbia 
any sign of vegetation. 
travelled through the fertile Idaho po-
ta.to country. 
Continuing toward Salt Lak·e City we 
came into the Uta;h desert country. 
Here, by application of skill and forti-
tude, the Mormons have changed muc.h 
of t he lifeless desBrt into a f·er.tile reg-
ion where fruit and grain abound. We 
finally got to the spic and span metrop-
olis called Sal.t Lake City. I t is re-
tained in our memories as the prettiest 
city we saw, with Denver, Colorado 
getting the nod for second place. Th~ 
Mormon Temple Square a source of 
great interest, containing the noted 
Country Becomes Picturesque TRbernacle and huge organ. The Great 
Salt Lake Sea was also visited. One of 
scrubby, hilly country of north- the world's phenomena, this body of 
i.JLU<1"-lv and wes~ern Montana ch~g- water is 28 per cent sal·t, thus making 
the more picturesque mountams is impossible to sink. If one walks out 
valleys of central Montana. After I into the lake his feet soon leave the 
Helena, ~ontana, we went to bottom, but he keeps on walking, being 
famous vacatiOn spot, Yellowstone buoyed up by the salty solution. 
Park. 
1 
was entered from the Taking a longer but better route to 
and .the first pl:ace of import- Denver we went north into the Wyom-
visited was Mammoth, the Park I ing badlands. The picturesque bad-
s. Situated high in the lands consist of miles of .barren, grote:::;-
at an average elevatton of 8,- que rock formation. We then turned 
feet, Yellowstone has fittingly be- south into Colorado, and. we.nt t~ thc3 
the "Nation's Playground." There . rugged Rocky Mountam Natlonal 
more natural phenomena, more Park. We approached Estes Park by 
of beauty, and mor·e abundant Big Thompscm canyon, in the rain, at 
life at Yellowstone than at any n-ight, and over roads that would make 
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Tuning Machine Has I t~en amplifying 
t1mes. 
Commercial Future 
the power many 
"I ra.n into my greatest difficulty in 
building a condenser. The machine 
(Continued from Page 2) uses four thousand volts and there was 
- -- no way to figure out the exact size for 
hart Ind' Th f' ll t the condenser; consequently I had to 
, ~ana. ey ma y wro e me, 1 th t . 1 wanting me to send my plans, which I I use e na and error method. 
refused to do. I wrote back to them, I Size To Be Cut Down 
offering to make a demonstrati.on. They 
1 
"The next machine will be built on a 
agreed and the demonstratwn was smaller scale. I think the voltage wtll 
made at their experimental laboratory. be cut down to about one thousand 
The heads of their administration de- 1 volts. The size of the entir·e machine 
partment had gone on a vacation, so can be cut down to about one-half of 
nothing was done about it. About the present size. Although this rna-
three weeks later I received a letter chine is rather bulky, I am entirely 
from them asking for a second demon- satisfied with the results, for it does 
stration. The demonstration was made everything that I had hoped it would 
in the forenoon. When I got through, do. 
they took me on a tour through the 
plant, while they had a business meet-
ing. On returning about an hour later 
they had decided to finance the pro-
ject. Before I left, a contract was 
si:gned whereby I would receive a royal-
ty on all machines sold, if it ever came 
to be put on a production basis. 
"Although I put several hundred 
dollars of my own money into the ma-
chine, I will not be disappointed if I 
never get a cent back out of it. The 
pleasure which I have already gotten 
out of it has more than paid me for all 
the work and money that I have put 
into it. There are some commercial 
Accuracy Is Goal possibilities for the machine, especially 
"My goal was to make the machine if it' can be built cheaply enough to en-
as accurate as possible over its entire able the average piano tuner to use it. 
range. To begin with, I spent a few Of course there is always a possibility 
Page Nine 
that some one else will come along and 
invent something so much more 
simple th at my machine would be 
obsolete. I don't think that that is 
probable though," laughed Mr. Rails-
back, "but it's a gamble that we must 
take." 
Mr. Railsback will receive his Ph. D. 
from the University of Indiana this 
fall. 
---EISTe---
LOST - A $5.00 bill-probably in the 
auditorium during carnival dance. Any 
information as to its whereabouts will 
be appreciated by Business Manager of 
News. 
---EISTc---
CAR WASHING-50c. Charles Meyers. 
Phone 624. 
There's a Difference 
in Leather 
You'll Get the Best a.t 
. GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP 
W. C. FITZPATRICK 
PHONE 74 
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson 
we~s ~ildi~The~~ ~ning fuft J r~------=-----------------~---~ that I could possibly make. By using I 
a nickeled steel alloy, I was able to re-
duce the temperature change effect to 
about one-tenth of that in an ordinary 
steel tuning fork. The dampening ef-
fect on the tuning fork was reduced 
to a minimum by taking only a very 
small amount of power from it and 
Today, Friday, and Sat. Adm. lOc & 25c 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
NationaJ. Park we visited. An even Chicago's streets seem smooth. It 
summer could be spent in its was in the .Rocky Mountain Park when 
retreats, by its trout streams, we were up over 11,000 feet elevation 
that our rear axle broke. We •turned home, and some decent cooking, real its invigorating atmosphere. A 
the ca:r around, and coasted about six beds, and all the hot water we wam-or two, however, is the most the FEATURE NO. 1-
tourist, like ourselves, can miles down the mountains. We would ed. 
at such a place. go about seven-tenths of a mile, and This ends the story of a ·ten weeks 
Geysers Are Wondrous then roll a rock under the wheels and trip covering- 10,500 miles, 17 differe11t 
, geyser basins and hot spring.:> allow the brakes to cool. Finally get- states and Mexico, nine capital cities, 
a source of wonder. Never had ting an axle, after hit0h-hiking 80 and eight National Parks. 
seen so much hot water. We had miles, we left for Denver. J .----------------• 
water to the left of us, hot water At Denv,er we spent a few days with \ 
the right of us, it volleyed and lit- relatives of one of .the tfellows. He 
thundered~but not one drop to took us about the surrounding country 
in. The main loop train includ- in his own car, thus gwmg Bessie a 
Mammoth, Hot .Springs, the g·eyser breathing spell. Colorado Springs, 
Old Faithful, Yellowstone Lake, Pike's Peak and ghost cities were visit-
Bridge, Yellowstone Falls and I ed while at Denver. Leaving Denve .. : 
Canyon and the beautiful scenery ali on Wedmesday noon, August 12, we 
aw 1L5 ;t shoUldn't be missed by one were due in Maywood on Friday. An 
visiting the Park. all night and all day drive ·took us 
The reader may think by now tha.t throug.h Nebraska and Iowa and lanc'.-
all we did was make the loop trips. Al- ed us at Sterling, Illinois, on Thurs-
though we did run around in circles day night. It was then an easy jaunt 
quite a bit, we managed .to make some 
progress forward. Leaving Yellowstone 
through the west gate we headed south 
into Idaho toward Sa1t Lake City. We 
C. C. BREEN 
BARBER 
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel 
WELCONffi HOMECOMERS 
BACK TO E. I. 
-and if your shoes need repairing, 
they will welcome a visit to the 
Campbell's Electric 
Shoe Shop 
7th Just South of Square 
A. G. FROMMEL 
HARDWARE, PAINTS, DISHES, ELECTRICAL 
SUPPLIES AND SPORTING GOODS 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
Complet.e Supply of 
Small Cans of Fruits and Vegetables 
For Light Housekeepers 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
'WINK'S' GROCERY 
One Block North of Campus on Sixth-Open 9:00 P. M. 
"Play sa·fe'' 
Insist on Pasteurized 
Dairy Products 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
CHARLESTON, ILL. 
PHONE 7 7th & Van Buren 
,PEOPLES DRUG · 
STORE 
Complete Dmg and Fountain 
S.ervice 
NORTH SIDE SQUARE 
FRIDAY NITE 
OCTOBER 30 
DUKE E}t~INGTON I 
I TRIANON I 
Creator of a new vogue in Ameri-
can dance music . .. Still the tops 
... A musical prophet in the dance 
band field . . . A radio best bet 
w'ithout equal . . . SO SAY THEY 
ALL ... COMING T O THE 
TRIANON FRIDAY 
October 30th 
ADMISSION ONLY .... $1.00 EACH 
Plus lOc Tax 
R.ESERVATIONS ............ 25c EACH 
Minimum of Four to Table 
MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE 
Phone 'Crawford 67,04 or 3184: 
or by 
Mail to H. L. WILLIAMS 
TRIANON 
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 
I •'t"'•l 
I I ~I ; 
WHEELER and WOOLSEY 
in 
'Mummy's Boys' 
FEATURE NO.2-
John BOLES-Rosalind RUSSELL 
in 
'Craig's Wife' 
Sunday-Monday-
Clark GABLE 
• 1n 
' ABLE' 
with 
Marion DAVIES 
TUESDAY BARGAIN DAY 
Joan BENNETT 
Cary GRANT 
in 
'WEDDING 
PRESENT' 
Wednesday-Thursday-
Wallace BEERY 
• 1n 
' ' 
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R. Buzzard Is 
New Head of 
Association 
Players Present 
''Christopher Bean'' 
Tau Delts Sponsor 
Nine Days a Queen 
Placements Increase 
To Exceed '35 Total 
STUDENTS MUST SIGN 
PLEDGES BY MONDAY 
<Continued from page D 
Sigma Tau Delta and Writers club 
The placement total soars to 269 
with the thirteen reported during the 
past week. This exceeds the total of 
last year by forty-four. Those posi-
tio!lS newly reported to Dr. Cook are: 
All students Who have not signed 
th e pledge to teach must do so in the 
Assembly R oom Monday morning, oc. 
toher 19, from 8:00 to 9:50. This ap. 
plies to students with names from A 
to F who did not sign the pledge Tues-
day morning, and to all students with 
n ames fr1om M to z. 
President R. G. Buzzard added an-
other title to his name when the East-
ern division of the illinois State Teach- Hay'fever ." H " t ers association at Mattoon elected him lS ory in this case does not have to 
president of that body at its annual Gleill Cooper, another debater of note, repeat itself. The events that follow, 
meeting last Friday. bas taken part in college dramatics. In historically, "The Private Life of 
His election followed a stormY bu.si- this play he acts the part of Tallant, Henry VIII," have been picked up 
ness session in which classroom te·ach- an art collector. carefully and continued in this pictur-
er delegates demanded a voice in the "An excellent play, but where is ization of the brief tenancy of Eng-
governing of the associa;tion, as op- Spence?" was his bewildered remark. land's throne by the Lady Jane Grey. 
posed to county superintendents and Lloyd Kincaid, who will be remem- When Henry died he left instructio!lS 
other executives who have been in bered in the college plays, The Man as to his successors. The picture shows 
power. Who Ma.rried the Du:mb Wife and the progress of the struggle for power 
The new officers of the Eastern di- Riddle Me This, plays the part of between the Earl of Warwick and Ed-
vision a.re as follows: Dr. R. G. Buz- Rosen. When asked about his part he ward Seymour in which the innocent 
zard, president; E. T. Goodfellow, of said: young Lady Jane is an unwilling tool. 
Effingham, vice-president; Dr. Emma "Playing a Jew is a new one for me. First Edward VI came to the throne. 
Reinhardt, secretary; John R. Moss, of I like my part better than any I have His rule, as well as his boyhood, was 
Paris, treasurer. Lillian Arends of played yet, however. If the rest of the \ cut short by an untimely death. Po-
Sullivan was elected a member of the cast doesn't turn against the Jews, · litical intrigue placed Jane Grey in 
executive committee for on~ year. H . I'm sure the play will be a great sue- possession of the crown for nine days 
P. •Erwin of c~ey was elected to the cess." that witnessed more ·bloodshed and 
same ccmmittee for three years. Mr. J . Bette Bai.Cs Plays Ada conspiracy ,than any other equivalent 
Bruce Buckler of Casey is the third Bette Bails, a graduate of TC, is an- period of Britain 's history. Lady J .ane 
member of the executive committee, other new comer w the college stage, Grey was held responsible, dethroned, 
and he still has two y-ears left to serve. but was prominent iill high school c~nvicted of hig1h tr.eason, and execut-
He was elected in 1935. dramatics . She plays the part of Ada, ed. Director Rober t Stevenson and 
One of the best accepted speeches of daughter of Dr. Haggett. writer Miles Malleson have contrived 
the day was that of the youthful Rob- She says, "My supreme hope is that to present a clear and unadulterated 
ert Maynard Hutchins, Chic-ago univer- the alumni, faculty and student body picture of England and her so-called 
sity president. He stressed the intel- will get the same hilarious fun out of rulers of this time. It is forceful drama 
lectual virtues, pointing out the weak.. seeing the play that the cast had in re- they deliver , spoken and enacted with 
nesses of child-centered schools and hearsing it." assurance by the entire cast. P artie-
of the elective system. He stressed the The setting of the play is a small ularly impressive is the performance 
value of the perm anent studies-the New York village. The Haggetts a of Nova PUbe.am as .the doomed Jane. 
classics, grammar, rhetoric, logic and typical Yankee family are h eaded by This review w1as taken from Sta.ge 
mathematics. He r egards these as tools Dr· Haggett, who has a pronounced magazine. 
of knowledge. and vociferous dislike for "greed." 
President Hutchi!lS believ·es that the When he finds that pictures painted by 
last two years of high school and the the late Christopher Bean and left in 
first t wo years of college should be a his possession are priceless, his actions 
unit. He thinks that .at present this are strange to note, however. When 
part of our school system is one of he finds that the pictures are really 
the weakest links. the possessions of his maid, he becomes 
Dean J ames B. Edmonson of the frantic and tries to steal them. The . 
University of Michig.an, Superintend- outcome of the play is something of a I 
ent Willis A. Sutton of Atl>anta, Ga., moral lesson, though not too obviously \ 
and Mr. Frank A. J ensen, principal of so. · 
the LaSalle-Peru Township high school It is interesting to note that the 
were other speakers of note. leading parts of this play were por-
---EIST trayed on the stage by Lionel Barry-
Christening T 
0 
Be more and Marie Dressler, and when it 
H ld H 
appeared on the Broadway stage it 
e ere Saturday was an overwhelming success. ·u was 
-- I written by Sidney Howard. 
Saturday, Oct. 1'7, has been set as 
t~e christening day for the newly ar-
nved boy at Jack's White Rose Service Farm and Home 
Station, corner 8th and Monroe. This 
station, formerly owned and operated Market 
by Elmer Housel, has been taken over 
by Jack Kincaid. As a special intro-
ductory offer for the christening day 
one quart of En-Ar-Co-Motor oil will 
be ~iven free with every 8 gallon::. of 
Whtte Rose Gasoline purchased. (Adv.J 
YELLOW CAB ·CO. 
SATURDAY-9:30 till 1:00 
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, 
cheese, meat loaf, chicken and 
noodles, cakes, pies, bread and rolls. 
7th St.-% Block South of Squa.re 
QUALITY 
COAL 
at.,. 
LOW 
PRICES 
Joh n Lloyd McMullen, rural, Moultrie 
Co., Muriel L. Bubeck, rural, Marshall, 
Ill.; L. D. Ray, 6, 7, 8, grades, Loving-
ton, Ill.; Ronald J. Shimp, band in 
high school, Bethany, Ill.; Ruby Kath- l---------------
ryn Conover, home economics in high 
school, Mason City, Ill .. ; Marjorie E. 
Finley, rural, Coles Co.; Maxine 
Rhoads, rural, Edgar Co.; Lawrence A. 
Hill, industrial arts in high school, 
Memphis, Tenn.; Doris Louise Lewis 
rural, Ivesdale, Ill.; James G. Linder: 
rural, Tower Hill, Ill.; Mary Elizabeth 
Evans, rural, Decatur; Osmond V. 
Brown, social science and coaching in 
Expert Hair Cutting. 
and Styling 
A Molded W ave for Your 
Individual Typ,e 
PETERS' MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
Phone 1506 North Side Square 
high school, Bridgeport, Ill.; Irma Ves- t---------------
per, rural, Madison Co.; Edna M. Van-
Middlesworth, rural, Moultrie Co. C. R. EAT 0 N 
---EIST·c--- JEWELER 
Welcome back Alumni! Welcome 
back to our store! Come in and see our 
new models of Elgin and Watham 
A pleased customer is our 
best advertisement. 
Watches. G. P . Coon, 408 Sixth St. \ 
710 Jackson St. C'h:arleston, IlL 
------------------------1 
WELCOME ALUMNI-
Make om: store your hea~quarters for Newspapers, Magazines, 
Statwnery and Greetmg Cards wh'ile you are in town. 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
KING BROTHER S 
WEST SIDE SQU~~K AND STATIONERY STORE PHONE 428 
WELCOME VISITORS .... to the 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
For a Good Home Cooked Meal 
Drinks and I ce cream. ' 
PHONE 81 
LADIES' . SHOES I 
Smart 
NEW 
British Tan Wishbone Strap 
with built up leather 
heels. 
$ 98 
Day and Night Service 
TELEPHONE 220 
STUART'S 
DRUG STORE 
EAST SIDE SQUARE 
Charleston Lumber Co. 
208 6th St. PHONE 14 I N:V.A.AT•s . . . . : ·~ - BDOWNblltSHOE STODE: · ·.- .: . ·<· 
N. E. COR. SQUARE 
The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow 
Welcome Alumni 
Back to E. I. 
We ar,e s~ill here, selling the same Quality Gro~eries at mrr 
same bargain prices. 
WERDEN'S GROC. 
Just off the South Side Sq. on 6th 
Offers you a nice line of Toilet 
Articles at low prices. 
Ace Hi Cold Remedies and 
'Ynoat and Nasal Sprays. 
Stuart's Corn Remover 
NOTHING BETTER 
A V a r i e t y of flavors in our 
TRIPLE DIP 
ICE CREAM CONES .. .............................................................. 5 C 
Boley's Ice Cream Factory 
723 7th St. 4 Doors South of Jail 
GOTHAM GOLD STRIPE-
Good Silk Hosiery ..... .. . . .. ... .. ... . ............ 79c 
SMOCKS · ···· ··················· · ... $1.00 and $1.98 
FOLK-BAILS DRY GOODS CO. 
II I . 
I ( I 
rJ 
~~~.?!'..; CHARLESTON BOY SCOUT . . ·._' 
,ILL • '5 H 0 E: S • , 
Welcome HOMECOMERS &·Regulars 
to our finest showing of y M , . 
. oung ens authentically s tyled New Fall 
· ·Suits and Furnishings. 
NEW FALL SUITS 
in ~lain and Sport Models-Chalk 
Stripes-Phantom Plaids from Hart 
Schaffner & Marx and Silv ·-
strype. et 
PRICES FROM 
$18.50 to $28.50 
NEW TOPCOATS 
in the favored mlodels and patterns 
-Raglan Shoulders - Rarepack 
and Camel's Hair Fabrics. 
PRICES FROM 
$16.50 to $27.50 
WILSON BROTHE , RS' SHIRTS - NECKWEAR - SWEATERS 
HOSIERY - SUEDE JACKETS 
- UNDERWEAR-
as featured in Esquire 
Linder Clothing Co. 
"ON THE CORNER" 
• 
1 ·NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWS IN P,ICTURE AND PARAGRAPH· Issue -4 
First C.C.C. boys to go to college in Arizona experiment 
T r 1. a 1 Civilian Conservation Corps officials in Arizona are now sending their most promising state colleges and the university in a move which, if successful, may be spread to the C.C.G 
other states. Seventy.-five were selected as the first to go collegiate in Arizona, with the above group atten'!:IM 
the University of Arizona. They will continue their work while attending college. 
Before ball and receiver meet . . . . 
·A · This unusual speed photo of a backfield player 
etlan about to receive a ball from the center shows 
Larry Danboro, senior fullback for the Fighting Irish of Notre 
Dame, going into action. Acme 
Outstanding L. S. U. sophomore 
H d Elaine Penn, Kappa Delta at OfiOfe Louisiana State University, 
has been awarded the Mortar Board medal for 
being the outstanding CO'ed member of her class. 
Exactly 376.69 acres of the 9,5r6, 720.-acre Wolverine campus 
University of Michigan Wi~h a~ annual_ b~dget approaching 10 million dollars, the 
. . Umversttyof Mtchtgan has ground valued at $4,835,82o, build.-
mgs value~ at -$24,469,63~, anti equtpment valued_ at $_10,267,774· . A coeducational institution controlled by 
the state, tt was founded m .r8q as the Catholeptstemtad (umverstty) of Michigan in Detroit. It was moved 
to Ann Arhor after the le tslature a roved the chan~e i r8-'l~ · 
·Rollins, Sigma Nu 
Honor Two Greats====:::=:::::::: 
pEW people know that Chic Sale's name, 
speaking, is Charles Partlow Sale. He was born in 
Huron, S.D., 51 years ago 
within sight of one of the 
structures he made famous 
in 'The Specialist. Legend 
has it that Chic became 
"Chic" because he ran a 
chicken farm near Madison 
Wis., between vaudevi\1~ 
engagements. Sale never 
got beyond the public 
schools in the shadow of 
University of Illjnois, but 
the Illinois Sigma Nus 
made him an honorary 
member. 
Rex Beach (right) enjoyed Rollins, hazing 
RUPERT HUGHES has become a master of 
monies in radio. Irwin S. Cobb is about to be· 
come one after a taste of starring in motion · 
but Rex Beach, once an American titan of mass 
telling like Hughes and Cobb, grows old on a 
ranch in Florida. When Rex Beach entered 
College in 1891, he signed himself Rex E ·..,m,rtVVll 
Beach. He had no use for the middle name 
tough rabble on the Yukon during the gold rush, 
he had left Kent College of. Law in Chicago to 
Beach was a Rollins Kappa Alpha and had 
something about roughing it in the Rollins 
football line. 
His first book was Pardners in 1905. After that 
wrote nothing for publication that wasn't · 
somewhere. Old timers still believe that Bill 
and Tom Santschi~ hero and badman ~f silent 
fought the most realistic fight the cameras will 
record ~hen they made the original picture version 
Rex Beach's Spoilers. Rollins honored 
Beach with an honorary degree and later with 
presidency of its alumni association. 
WNS D 
TOGOD 
BAIL Mll~l~l$1tlt!1 
Follows Father ~~ 
man, son of famed bandmaster Emil 
Coleman, has organized a dance or~ 
chestra which plays at many of Buck-
nell University's leading parties. He 
was a Bucknell senior last year. 
Search Finding th~ right ~ay to do work 1s the JOb of 
· these students in the University· of 
Iowa time and motion laboratory: 
These students are making motion pic~ 
tures of a typical factory operation. 
E GREATEST THRILL IN FOOTBALL 
IS A PERFECT SCORING PLAY. 
MINNESOTA PULLED A BEAUTY 
LAST YEAR IN THE MINNESOTA-
NEBRASKA GAME 
DOWNS lfl 
YDSTOGOH 
BALL MINNESOTA 
MINNESOTA 
HAD 
ADVANCED 
DOWN THE 
FIELD FOR 
A FIRST 
DOWN ON 
NEBRASKA'S 
9-YARD 
UNE. NOW 
HERE'S WHERE 
FOOTBALL 
BRAINS 
COME· IN. 
HERE'S WHAT 
10 WATCH 
FOR ATTHE 
NEXT GAM 
A UNE PWNGE OFF CENTER 'IS STOPPED BY NEBRASKA. ;$ ~ 
THIS PLAY IS NOT INTENDED TO SCORE. MINNESOTA IS • TWICE AGAIN MINNESOTA THRUSTS AT THE LINE. · 9 TEAMS OUT OF 10 WOUlD UNCORK THEIR SCORING PLAYS ... ~, 
DOING WHAT EVERY CLEVER TENNIS STAR, FENCER, OR.A ' NEBRASKA STOPS THEM DEAD. THEY'RE FIGHTING NOW. BUT NEBRASKA EXPECTS THIS. MINNESOTA HAS TO USE It 
BASEBALL PITCHER DOES-RUNNING PlAYS lO GET WITH EVERY OUNCE OF VIGOR lO PREVE~ / DECEPTION. R)R THE THIRD TIME THEY CRASH THE UNE. THE BAU. 1- ~· 
THEIR OPPONENTS OUT OF POSITION & OFF TIMIN6 . ,. MINNESOTA FROM SCORING- £ , IS ON THE !/2. YARD UNE. MINNESOTA GOES INTO A HUDDLE- ( ~ ~~·- z .. -----,/' "),. ,.,__ - ..r z,. ~ -:-S . s: _·:-~--~-1-"" 
[J 
0 0 ® I o o o o _..,.o'\ ovoX' "J-o XXOX XX X 
. \fw\ X I 
.\\!!l ~· / .~ Rll~ • QB ~ FB 
•3 IV\ --~ ---\!.1 
·------
LHB 
~IL BACK 
••• MINNESOTA IS IN SINGLE WING-BACK FORMATION WITH AN UN-
BALANCED UNE. THE QUARTER-BACK,~ BACK, TAKES THE PASS FROM 
CENTER"'-..@> DOES A HALF SptNNER...-.. AND TOSSES AN UNDERARM 
LATERAL l"t'VV\ TO THE RIGHT ,_HALF-BACK,*2. BACK@, WHO FEINTS AT 
THE UNE, Tf!EN THROWS, A SECOND LATERAL.~ TO THE LEFT HALF-
BACK, THE TAIL-BACK~ WHO HAS BEEN COMING OVER. THETAIL-
BACK PIVOTS QUICKLY AND CUTS OFF TACKLE ••• FOR A mUCH DOWN@ 
LET ME GIVE YOU ANOTJ-!ER GOOD 
POINTER THEN: SMOKE CAMELS 
BETWEEN COURSES AND AFTER 
EATING. · CAMELS 
HELP EASE 
STRAIN FOR ME 
AND BRING ME 
A FEELING OF 
DIGESTJVE 
WELL-BEING 
I COVER A GOOD SECTION OF 
THE COUNTRY-SEE PRAC-
TICALLY ALL THE TOP-NOTCH 
ATHLETES-CAMELS ARE .THE 
FAVORITE EVERYWHERE. 
THEY SET THE 
ALL-TIME HIGH 
FOR MILDNESS 
AND FLAVOR. 
AND CAMELS 
DON'T GET ON 
YOUR NERVES 
EVERY MAN ON THE NEBRASKA TEAM WHO CAN STOP THE 
IS TAKEN OUT. THANKS TO THE THREE PLAYS JUST PRECEDING, 
EY ARE OFF-BALANCE AND OUT OF POSITION. THIS MAKES IT 
ER -TO STRETCH THEM DOWN FLAT AND OUT OF THE RUNNING. 
PICTURE SHOWS THE PERFECT MINNESOTA BLOCKING • 
. 
CAMELS SET YOU RIGHT! 
SMOOTH AWAY THE DAYS UPS AND DOWNS, LET 
DIGESTION GET OFF TO A GOOD START • JUST EN-
JOY CAMELS AT MEALTIMES AND AFTER. 
' SMOKING CAMELS SPEEDS UP THE FLDW . OF DI-
GESTIVE FLUIDS-INCREASES ALKALINITY-
BRINGS A SENSE OF WELL-BEING- SO 
FOR DI6ESTIOt($ SAKE SMOKE CAMElS. 
CAMELS ARE ·MADE FROM FINER, MORE ~~~ 
EXPENSIVE 10BACCOS-TURKISH 
AND DOMESTIC- THAN ANY OTHER 
POPULAR BRAND. 
{se&Neo) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 
WINSTON-SALEM. NORTH CAROLINA 
N.ew life for the T ro)an warhorse 
P h Snorting Ambrose Schindler, sopho-OWef OUSe more sensation in the Southern Cali-
fornia backfield, is the pride and hope of Trojan followers who 
believe that the old warhorse of U.S.C. needs a shot of football 
adrenahn. 
He vacations at college 
K · p d Judge Michael A. Musmanno eep1ng OSte returned to Harvard for the 
second time since his graduation from college 15 years ago to 
study abnormal psychology and criminology. Said the judge: 
"I could have read all this material in books, but I wanted to 
make sure I was getting the very latest information." 
World's smalle~t radio tube 
Sh W The shortest wave length ever gen-Oft ave erated can be made with this radio 
tube invented by Chao-Ying Meng, California Institute of Tech-
nology tesearch fellow. The tube has a plate the inside diameter 
of which is only one half a millimeter. Wide World 
.. Decisive Battles of the 
Mural This intricate and elaborate Tom Loftin Johnson was a 
Academy by Gen . John J. Pershing on t 
graduation from West Point. The artist is 
He's ta~ing motion pictures of vocal chords 
S "Ahf"" But say it fort:he camera, not for the doctor. This is a "studio" scene in the Uni-a Y . versity of Iowa speech pathology laboratory of Dr. Joseph Tiffin, and the subject 
is Bessie Rasmus. Dr. Tiffin's technique has given science its best movies of vocal chords, aided in finding 
cause and cure of stuttering. 
Farthest ... Youngest ... Sma~test 
H d Pres. Ralph D. Hetzel of Pennsylvania State College congratulates Kenneth OllOfe Tsunoda because he travelled farther than any of his classmates to attend Penn 
State, is one of 30 youngest freshmen who are 16 or under, and was one of 47 to earn an exemption 
in English composition. 
Blocl{ing and passing li~e this ma~e any game inte-resting 
· Left End Henry Sparks, Right End Perry Schw~rtz and ~alfback 
trat10n George Cornell demonstrate passing and blockmg te~hmque for 
of Ca~ifornia fans. They're stellar members of the Golden Bears aggregatton. 
International 
Another college joins voluntary fingerpnnttng movement 
A · d · G M Voluntarily joining a nation-wide movement for identi-1 1ng ~ en_ fication, ptactically the entire Pomona College student 
body was bhgerpnnted dunng the course of registration for fall classes. Ruth Borg is 
pictured being fingerprinted by Sgt. George Williams while her classmates look on. 
WPA dramatizes plight of depression-torn graduates 
Cl f ,29 WP A Federal Theater wr~ters, produ~ers and}ctors have ass Q just COmpleted a play whtch deals Wtth the tragedy of 
college-trained men and women emerging into a world torn by depression and 
unable to absorb their talents." They have named it Class of '29. The above photo 
shows "Tippy Sayre" washing the first customer of his dog laundry, thereby 
proving that a college education helps a young man get ahead in the world. 
WPA Fo!d.:ral Theatre Pboco 
'I 
I 
~ 
.. ~<" ~  ~~ 
Calllera Clicks, 
Nappers Caught 
Candid camera shots taken in Uni, 
versity of Michigan classrooms and 
Union Library. 
Co,eds are no exception Mathematics vs. Morpheus 
'The ball will be along in a second 
He.,S Qff William Mattis, who will fill one of the halfback posi-tions on the Tular,e Uni,·ersity team, pauses a second · 
before starting a long run around the end with the ball that's already 
left the center. Pictures, Inc. 
Rollins' best crewmaster 
C · Sally Stearns won a OXSWalnette berth on the Florida 
college's crew by merit alone, and she piloted her. 
teammates in the first major race won by the 
Rollins tars in three years of competition. He's a ""practical" professor 
W · John R. Murdock, dean of 1nner the Arizona State Teachers 
College at Tempe, surprised veteran poli· 
ticians by defeating 10 other candidates fm 
the democratic nomination for Arizona.'s lone 
congre~sional post. 
·. What's in flue gas? 'That's what they're finding out 
T Two chemical engineering students of the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College 
. est are shown at work testing flue gas in the boiler room of a large power plant in a recent 
eight-hour test staged by them as a practical educational pr;oject. 
the cultural heritage of those old world cui-
that form the background of so many of its students 
· the University of Pittsburgh is now constructing 
_.,.., ..... ,.., a series of "nationality rooms" that will reflect 
· tions of the ancestral homeland and to preserve 
in tangible, symbolic form, an old world's culture, 
of us as Americans jointly make or remake a culture 
-e1~uu .. 1vu of our own." 
' 4-
.z 
Scottish sponsers ... 
A bonnie lass and laddie doing the 
Highland Fling in the Scottish room. 
Pictur.:s, Inc. 
Pipeful• of fra-
•rant tobacco in 
eyery 2-ounce tin 
of Prince Albert 
Magnet's strength 40,000 times greater th4n earth's 
12 T M Hayden Jones, research associate of the Uni-"' Oll agnet versity of Chicago's Prof. Arthur C9mpton, 
examines the new magnet that will be used in their laboratory in cosmic ray 
study. In the experiments a "Wilson cloud chamber" will be placed in the field . 
of the magnet, and as cosmic rays pass through the moist gas of the chamber 
they will leave a fog trail that will be photographed automatically. 
------
·Student artists paint song writer's life 
FOster Memorial The world's lar~est collection, outside that 
owned by]. K. Ltlly, ofStephen Foster memen-
tos is owned by the University of Cincinnati and housed in the Foster room 
of the campus library. Students in the sch?o't c:>t applied arts recently painted 
murals on the walls of this room, one of whtch 1s shown above. 
rr'S A CLEVER 
WAY OF 8LENOING 
IOBACCO. 10 GET 
A Mll..DERJ 
lASTING SMOKE-
RIGHT! BECAUSE IN 
EVERY ONE YOU'D 
GET MILDNESSJ FULL 
RIQ.-1 FLA.VORJ AND 
NO HARSI-tNESS 
OR 'BITE' ---~ 
SMOKE 20 PIPEFULS OF P. A. AT OUR RISK 
Smoke 20 fracrant pipefula of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellow-
eat, taati .. t pipe tobacc'o you eYer amoked, return the pocket tin ..Uth the 
r-t of the tobacco in it to ua at any time within a month from tbia date, aad 
we wiD refund full purchue price, plua poat&tfe. 
i>RtNiiE,sii.iYNERJ~:E 
She won a. popularity election 
S 1 d When the Women's Athletic Associa-ong ea er tion of Occidental College ~tarted <:>ff 
its new sports yea r , Barbara Demaree was ·. Its official 
song leader. She was elected to the position by popular 
ballot. 
Worm, s eye view 
H dd1 Stellar Stanford University -U e Indians look something like 
this when they huddle during a game to 
plan their next play,,but their faces are 
much dirtier than they are during the 
practice session when this picture was 
taken. 
Student technicians made this state ship airworthy 
0 h 1 Students in aviation mechanics at the University of Idaho, Southern Branch, com-ver au pletely refurnished this plane for the state's department of aeronautics with<:>ut aid 
from outside mechanical or technical experts. Women in dressmaking classes aided them in covermg the 
wing& and fuselage with fabric. The plane w'iU be used in a statewide survey of airport and airway con-
ditions. 
'This press printed first newspaper west of Roc~ies 
A t · University of Oregon journal~sm students assist journalism J?ean Eric W. All~n i~ print-n 1que ing a page on the old Washmgton hand press, first used 111 1845 and which 111 1915 
formed the nucleus of the present Oregon university press. It is as complete as the day it was first put into 
o ration almost a centur a o. 
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"TUR'RET TOP, SAFETY GLASS, 
kNEE-ACTION .• THE All-AMERICAN COM BINATION" 
T. combination of features you find on a 
General Motors car is mighty hard to beat, 
and that traces to the fortunate fact that this 
organization has resources great enough to 
finance the cost of pioneering, and builds so 
many cars that it can produce new develop-
ments at a real economy. 
GENERAL MOTORS 
A Public-Minded Institution 
CHEVROLET • PONTIAC • OLDSMOBILE • BUICK. • LASALLE · CADILLAC 
·-------·----------·--
